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My Flat Tire at the Flying J on Sunday
Night in Blackfoot, Idaho
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brian Roberts
An attendant, Robert, was outside in the ice popping
a plug into the hole while I waited at a table. I looked past
the newspaper's headlines to a classified that read,
"This is to certify that my wife has left my home
without just cause, and I hereby caution all persons
from trusting her. " The man left his name, Henry Matthews,
gave his number.
I watched the women wander in out of the darkness,
most with men in tight Levi's, some alone,
buying lotto tickets, gas. The boy at the register
repeated, Weather any better out there?
a dozen times while I watched the cars
skid onto the lot.
No one lied that night. It was bad. But I waited
for someone to say she thought it was lightening up,
and I listed everything I wouldn't say to Mr. Matthews
through a payphone, if I heard her.
Robert came in holding my plugged tire,
the Goodyear bulging on one side like a distended tattoo.
He said, She's all swelled up. You busted the belting.
Have to buy a new one tomorrow morning.
What are my chances of making it three hundred miles
on that tire tonight?
About fifty-fifty, he said. Everything to me
is fifty-fifty-it either happens or it don't.
But if you blow out on this ice, you're dead.
I decided to wait for Mrs. Matthews, who,
as likely as not, would give me better odds .
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The Night That Marvin Gimler Shined
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Nathan Keonaona Chai

I

n the third to last row of the bus Jess Watkins sat slouched and
shivering. Three miles past the Utah border, the bus's heater had
quit: a metallic clang, the slapping of the decelerating fan, then
the driver cursing and hammering his fist against the already battered dash. As the temperature dropped in the bus, the cold
whistling through the broken seals on the windows grew louder,
or at least it seemed so to Jess. He unpacked his jacket-black
with Montevista Junior College Basketball stitched in yellow
across the chest-and put it on. Aaron Pampasi, huddled in the
seat across the aisle, had long since put on both his jacket and his
hat and was now muttering through chattering teeth that he could
see his breath.
Taking his hand from his jacket pocket, Jess polished a circle onto the fogged window. Dirt-brown snow as hard as rock and
as old as January lined the shoulder of the highway. A thick mist
spun over the ground, obscuring the foothills of the Wasatch range,
reducing the mountains to little more than black streaks that
quickly faded into the grayness. It reminded Jess of some bittercold setting for an arctic novel-a novel in which at least one character would certainly die of exposure. Jess sighed and turned from
the window.
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Marvin Gimler, seated in the front row of the bus, suddenly
turned around in his seat and looked back at the other passengers.
"Heads up, everyone," he shouted. "All eyes on me, fellas."
"Here we go again," Aaron Pampasi whispered.
"I wonder if Marvin thinks about anything besides basketball," Jess whispered back.
Aaron snorted. "Doubt it. He'll be practicing until he's
eighty-five."
Marvin focused his gaze on Aaron and Jess and waited
patiently for attention. Light from the headlamps of passing cars flickered through the windows and lit the fog of his breath a cold blue.
"You all heard the word already this week," Marvin began,
"bur just let me say this: we played a decent season-straight up!and now we're standing here at ten wins, ten losses. If we light it up
tonight, Coach gets his first winning season at Montevista, and you
know the man deserves it."
Coach Heyward, sitting across the aisle from Marvin, waved
a dismissive hand. "Nice, Marvin, bur I don't need any win-one-forthe-coach routines."
"Whatever you say, Coach Hey," Marvin said, looking over
at the Coach. "Maybe we'll just get you a fancy tie or something. Bur
the thing is, we're not losing."
He turned to face the team again. "You guys remember that
Coach gave us the lowdown char some NCAA scouts are going to be
manning the bleachers courtside tonight. Now I know their mission
is to get the four-one-one on Fiji. Bur while they're at it, they can't
help but see Marvin Gimler and anyone else who represents. So listen up, fellas. I'm telling you straight that I'm playing this one to
impress those scouts and step up into a big-time program. And I'm
asking every one of you to get up with me. They're looking for bigtime skills, and that's what we've got."
Marvin thumped his chest in an ape-like display of confidence. Pete Chung, an undersized, flashbulb quick player from Las
Vegas, called back, "I always thought of you as a Stanford guy myself"
"Right on!" Marvin shouted. "The Stanford Cardinal! Now
one last thing. You guys got to remember chat chis is our last chance
to dent a top team. Go out with a bang, you know. How many
games South Valley lost this year anyway, Coach Hey? Three?"
10
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"Two," said Coach Heyward.
"Two games," Marvin repeated. "They're probably chinking
right past us to the playoffs. Bue we can cake chis one. Everybody
with me?"
Jess leaned across the aisle and whispered to Aaron Pampasi.
"Marvin should've been a street preacher."
Aaron nodded and blew into his cupped hands. "Makes me
nervous. I wish Coach Hey hadn't said anything about the scours,
or Fiji."
"Me, coo."
"Jess, listen up. I'm talking to you, man." Jess swivelled to
face Marvin, who was staring wide-eyed down the aisle, a sort of
delinquent defiance sketched across his face, something in the eight
line of his lips and the slightly down-turned head.
"What?" Jess said.
"You ain't afraid of Fiji ... " He lee Fiji hang in the air, accentuated, before he finished the question, "are you?"
"You already know the answer," Jess called back.
"Good," Marvin said, "because you got to guard him all
night. We're counting on you."
With a sweep of his eyes, Marvin inspected the faces of the
ocher players. "Anybody else afraid of Fiji?"
Four rows from the front, Josh Romero raised his hand.
"Romero!" Marvin spat. "No time to be clowning."
Coach Heyward craned his bald head around just in rime to
see Josh's hand drop. He squinted hawk.like over his crooked boxer's
nose, just long enough to ensure discomfort, and then settled back
into his sear. As if preparing to speak but chinking better of it,
Marvin's lips parted, then promptly joined again. He held a victory
fist in the air, then he turned and sac.
"What a screw-up," Aaron whispered.
"Something like char," Jess said.
Jess settled into his seat and scared at the back of Marvin's
head, as though crying to see into Marvin's thoughts and somehow
make sense of his fanatical reality. Jess played basketball only
because the scholarship paid for his schooling. He'd always been
bothered by Marvin's devotion to the game, his decisions to continue on long after Coach had ended practice, his stupid court
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slang, his tireless interest in the NBA and all its worthless merchandise. And after all that, Jess thought, he was still a mediocre
player at best. Jess averaged more than twice as many points per
game as Marvin. After a moment, Jess unzipped his duffel bag and
foraged until he found his wool beanie cap. He stretched it down
over his head and ears and tried to relax, to concentrate on the low
hum of the engine, the rattle of loose bolts, the wisps of his breath
dissipating into the air before him.
After a while, Jess let his head slump back against the seat.
Soon his eyes closed; he did not see the snow begin to dot the windshield, or the driver's expression of surprise when, after he turned a
knob, the wipers actually began to sweep across the glass.
Cutting two black lines through the skin of fresh snow, the
bus chugged through the parking lot and braked alongside the gymnasium as near the yellow double doors as possible. It sat there,
sputtering soft waves of white smoke, while the players gathered
their bags.
"This is football weather," Jess mumbled, rising to his feet.
"Those guys like this kind of thing. " His head bumped against the
roof of the bus. He hunched over and rubbed it.
"I don't think Marvin's going to appreciate that attitude,"
Aaron said, smiling, as he shouldered his bag.
After entering the school, Jess and the others waited in a long
corridor while Coach Heyward went to find someone who could
show them to the locker room. He returned with a janitor who led
them down the corridor, past the gym, to the women's locker room.
He winked back at Coach Heyward, cracked open the door, and
then called in, "Anybody home?" When no answer came, he said,
"All clear, boys. Make yourselves comfortable. I'll get the visiting
team sign and hang it out here so that we don't have any incidents. "
Marvin Gimler was first into the locker room. "Not exactly
first class," he said, as he pushed open the door, "but it keeps us
hungry. "
Jess Watkins held the door for Aaron Pampasi and with
raised eyebrows questioned the lodgings: "Girls' locker room?"
"It's an old school," replied Aaron, with a casual shrug. "Just
have to make do. "
12
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The locker room was ordinary enough, the only real novelty
being the private curtains around the showerheads. Jess tossed his
duffel bag onto a bench, slipped off his clothes, and put on his uniform and warm-ups.
"Oh man," Marvin moaned, as Jess cinched his drawstring.
"I lost my dime. Anyone got an extra?"
Jess looked over. Marvin was rummaging through his bag,
both socks on, shoes lying overturned to one side.
"Those stinking dimes don't do anything," Pete Chung
heckled. "It's all in your head, Marvin." Pete had already donned his
uniform and he was now hopping nimbly in the corner, arms whipping an imaginary jump-rope around his body.
Coach searched his pockets. "Two nickels and a quarter,"
he said.
''Anyone else?" begged Marvin.
Jess searched his street clothes. He found a dime and four
pennies. He held the coins in his hand for a moment, then put them
back into the pocket of his pants.
"Sorry, Marvin," he said. "Just pennies."
The others' searches ended without finding a dime.
Marvin sighed and rubbed the back of his neck. "Can I borrow those nickels, Coach Hey?"
Coach tossed him the coins. Marvin pulled his sock away
from his ankle and dropped them in, then maneuvered them with
his thumb until they rested beneath the arch of his foot.
"I guess two nickels is as good as any dime," he said, slipping
on his shoes.
"Doesn't that hurt your feet?" Jess asked.
"Nah," said Marvin. "Hardly notice."
When all the players had changed into uniforms and warmups, Coach Heyward escorted the team out of the locker room . On
the outfacing side of the door, a paper reading "Visiting Team-Keep
Out" had been taped directly beneath the women's locker room sign.
"Somebody's trying to be cute," Marvin said loudly.
"You really think they did that on purpose?" asked Pete Chung.
"Who cares?" Jess offered.
"Me," said Marvin. "I care. But it's all just fuel for the fire."
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Almost game time, Jess Watkins sat on the bench and wiped
a light sweat from his face. His teammates were all pushing through
last minute warm-ups-except Marvin, who stood motionless at the
top of the three-point arc, crouched, ball held loosely in both hands,
eyes seeing only the basket. His lips moved, but Jess couldn't hear the
words. Jess drummed his fingers on the bench. He crossed his legs,
then uncrossed them. He looked aimlessly about the gymnasium.
The gym was old and smelled like a sawmill. Thirty, maybe
forty spectators had found seats in the bleachers, a very low number
even for a junior college game, but to be expected considering the
weather. The wood panels of the court floor were carved with long
scratches that, in the glare of the spotlights, reminded Jess of so
many grooves at an ice-skating rink. At the far end of the court, the
South Valley players were warming up. Fiji stood to one side with his
coach, watching his teammates and cracking jokes. He was as large
as Coach Heyward had claimed: very tall, and muscled like a bison.
Jess looked away and sighed. He wished that he had stayed in
Nevada where it was warm, where there were no Fijis.
The horn sounded, startling Jess, signaling that the game
was about to begin. He looked over at his teammates. Still standing at the top of the three-point arc, Marvin took a deep breath,
then launched the ball toward the basket. His shooting hand hung
limply at the end of his raised arm, forming a swan's head and
neck. Perfect form. The ball clunked off the rim and bounced to
the far side of the court. Marvin stared after it; then he walked
toward Jess and the other players already huddled at the sideline.
"It's nothing, " he said, head held high. "Nothing at all. Gimler is
here to play."
"It's on," Pete Chung said, slapping Marvin's hand.
The starters stripped off their warm-up pants and shirts,
revealing bee-yellow uniforms beneath. Across their chests, written
in black cursive, was Montevista. Coach Heyward called together
the five starters-Jess, Marvin, Aaron, Pete, and Parker.
"Okay," he barked. "Quick review. On defense we're coming
out playing-"
"Um, Coach Hey," Marvin said.
"What? " Coach Heyward said.
"I don't see any scouts in the bleachers."
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Coach Heyward did not look at Marvin; instead he traced
the grain of the wood floor with the toe of his shoe. "Marvin," he
said, very slowly, "Just play your game. If they're here, they're here."
"Coach," said Marvin, "it's just that chis is my last game, and
if they don't see me tonight-"
One of the three referees, standing near center court, blew
his whistle. "One more minute, Coaches."
Coach Heyward, his back to rhe near bleachers, clasped
Marvin's shoulders with both hands. Jess and the other starters stood
around them in a half-circle.
"You see those two guys, top row, one talking on a cell phone?"
"Yeah, I see them," Marvin said.
"They're here to scout Fiji."
Jess and the other starters looked up at the scouts. The man
with rhe cell phone noticed the staring faces. He smiled and nudged
his companion, who also turned to look down at the team. Jess
looked quickly away.
"How do you know chem, Coach?" Marvin asked, still
staring past Coach Heyward's head, unconcerned that he had
been noticed.
"Damnation, Marvin," Coach said, suddenly flustered. "Is it
ever enough with you?"
"Just a question," Marvin said.
Coach snatched his hands from Marvin's shoulders and took
a quick step back. He looked around the half-circle at his five
starters. "I know those guys because I used to coach at one of their
schools. And before you ask, Marvin, I got fired after one season.
Worst season in school history. Anything else?"
Not even Marvin could think of anything to say.
"Let's go, gentleman," the referee called. "Ir's getting late."
Coach Heyward walked to the bench and slumped down.
Jess risked one final glance up at the bleachers, then strolled to center court, his teammates close behind. The South Valley coach gathered his players into a huddle and led a rough chant: "One-TwoThree- Game- Time!" They broke up, and five players, uniformed in blue and white, walked confidently toward center court.
"Hey," Marvin said, gesturing to the approaching opponents. "What's up with this?"
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Jess scood staring, not saying a word. Still dressed in his
shiny blue warm-ups, Fiji had taken a seat on the bench. He was not
going co start the game. For a moment Jess felt a surge of confusion,
then suddenly he understood. South Valley had already made the
playoffs. There was no reason for them co start their star player and
risk an injury. A great sense of relief washed over Jess.
"Hey, Fiji, what's your problem?" Marvin shouted. "You
afraid we'll embarrass you?"
"You guys ain't embarrassed nobody but yourselves," Fiji
shouted back. He leaned back in his chair and chuckled.
Jess turned and stared at Marvin, hoping he would have
enough sense to keep his mouth closed. Marvin's face and shaved
head reddened.
"Man," Marvin shouted, "get your prima donna butt out
here and I'll school you like your first-grade teacher! "
"Playoffs, baby," Fiji said, a smile spreading across his wide
face. "We got co think about the playoffs. But I guess you don't have
that problem."
Marvin began walking coward Fiji. Jess stepped in front of
him. "Knock it off, Marvin," he said. "This is stupid."
Marvin gave Fiji a cutthroat's stare for a few long seconds,
then he pulled away from Jess.
"Okay, gentlemen," said the head referee, standing at center
court with a ball held against his hip. "Now that we've got that out
of our systems, let's play. I need two players for the jump. Let's move. "
Jess stepped forward along with a slender player from the
opposing team. Jess was taller by at least an inch. The referee held
the ball between them, then tossed it up into the air. Jess leapt up
and slapped the ball back co Marvin .
Marvin brought the ball co the cop of the three-point arc. He
stared at his defender, then he cook two steps backward, bouncing
the ball under his leg, from one hand co the other, with each stride.
"What's up?" Marvin said, staring without expression at his
defender, dribbling the ball effortlessly. He held his body crouched,
weight forward, feet apart. "I'll bet you want my cookie," Marvin
said, dropping into his court slang. "A quickie is what you want."
The defender made a quick lunge coward Marvin , a feint
intended co raise Marvin's guard or throw him off balance. Marvin,
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expecting the move, sidestepped and launched a shot from two feet
behind the three point line. As the ball left his fingers and arced
through space, rotating slowly backward, Jess shouted "No!" in frustration at the poor choice of shots and pivoted around his defender,
trying to establish good position for the rebound. The ball glanced
off the back of the rim and fell through perfectly, catching in the net
before falling to the floor.
"Yes!" Aaron Pampasi shouted.
Marvin skipped down the court backward, never taking his
eyes off his startled defender. "You can't play with this," he said.
"You can't play with this."
South Valley brought the ball down the floor and methodically began to probe the defense-passing the ball around the
perimeter, cutting to the basket, setting picks. Montevista handled it
well, rotating and calling out assignments, preventing any easy
scores. Until suddenly Marvin stood straight up, staring off into
space, completely unaware of the game taking place around him.
"Hey!" he yelled. The player he was defending darted past
him, caught a pass, and drained an unchallenged ten foot jump shot.
"What the-Marvin?" Pete Chung wore the expression of a
startled gambler.
Marvin did not look at Pete. Instead he cupped his hands
and yelled up toward the bleachers. "Hey! You can't leave!"
Jess, standing beneath the basket, followed Marvin's gaze.
The two university scouts were making their way down the steps of
the aisle toward the exit. They stopped only for a moment as the one
with the cell phone yelled over to Coach Heyward, "Something's
wrong with your boy, Matt," and then they were through the exit
and gone.
"Coach Hey," Marvin wailed.
"Play the game," Coach Heyward yelled back. "Just play the
stupid game."
Marvin stood there, mouth open, arms limp at his sides. A
sharp blast from a whistle ended the stupor on the court.
"Delay of game warning," the ref shouted. "Next time it's
a technical foul."
Jess cursed Marvin under his breath and walked over to
inbound the ball.
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Although Marvin played as hard as always, he did not score
again in the first half His concentration had been broken. Instead it
was all Pete Chung. According to the karma of all sport, Pete had suddenly found the Zone. Almost every shot, no matter how ridiculous or
ill advised, made its way directly to the bottom of the net. When the
horn blasted out the end of the first half, Montevista had a ten point
lead over the Fiji-less South Valley squad. Pete had sixteen points.
Following Coach Heyward's lead, Jess and his teammates
filed back to the women's locker room. Pete Chung scampered to a
seat at the far end of the bench, an outlier from the rest of the group.
"I wish someone had that on video," he whispered, with
intonation just as well suited for referring to a miracle.
"Pete's on fire! " shouted one of the freshman.
"Nobody talk to me! " warned Pete. "Stay away. I don't want
to lose it."
At the ocher end of the spectrum, Marvin slumped into the
locker room, slouched onto a bench, and pulled a rowel over his head.
He looked very much like a defeated boxer abandoned after a match.
"It's just a stupid- " Jess began.
Marvin cut him off. "Just shut up and leave me alone."
About two minutes left in the game, Montevisca clung to
a four point lead. Despite the halftime seclusion, Pete Chung's
blazing heroics had cooled to his usual inconsistency. The second
half had been marked by balanced attacks and solid strategies from
both sides, although Montevista had steadily given ground. Even
a somber Marvin had managed a few good plays-a steal here, a
jumpshoc there.
"Take your time. Work it around," Coach Heyward called
from the bench.
A few seconds later Jess Watkins set a back pick for Aaron
Pampasi, who cut to the hoop, caught a rifled pass from Marvin, and
pulled up for a fifteen footer. The ball sailed long, bouncing off the
back of the rim and into the arms of a South Valley man, who
promptly called for a time-out.
The team gathered around the sideline. Jess sipped water
from a paper cup and toweled the stinging sweat from his eyes.
Coach Heyward advised his team of the obvious: slow the pace, use
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the clock and the four point lead co put the pressure on South Valley.
As the referee called the teams back onto the floor, Coach Heyward
offered a final plea: ''A minute and a half. Just hold on for that long
and we get a win-a winning season. Don't let this get away."
As they walked back onto the floor, Jess saw him. "Hey," he
said co his teammates, voice barely more than a whisper. "Fiji."
They all turned coward the scorer's table. His warm-ups
stripped off, Fiji was checking into the game. He stood there smiling,
well over three hundred pounds of brawn. Jess tried to maintain an
appearance of nonchalance.
Without warning, Marvin erupted. Before anyone could
move co stop him, he was walking coward Fiji, shouting like an
angry drunk. "You fat lazy- You benchwarm the whole game and
then- If you'd started this game, those scouts-"
Fiji, looming over Marvin like a small ridge, actually cook a
step back, startled by the volatility of Marvin's rage. Shoving his
body between the two players, the head referee bear-hugged Marvin
and tried co pull him away.
"Get off me!" Marvin shouted, shoving free of the referee's
grip. The referee pointed coward Marvin and shouted, "Technical
foul on number twenty-two yellow." Coach Heyward sprang from
the bench and strode coward Marvin as though he intended to walk
right through him. He gripped the back of Marvin's skull in his
hands and whispered fiercely into Marvin's ear.
As Coach raged back co the bench, muttering nearly every
word befitting the occasion, Jess looked over at Marvin and shook
his head. "What the hell are you thinking?"
Marvin stared down at his shoes, breathing harder than he
had all night.
South Valley made the technical free throw. Three point lead
for Moncevista. Fiji inbounded the ball, setting the clock ticking. As
the point guard jogged the ball up the floor, Fiji made his way down
toward the basket. Jess hunkered down and tried to use his legs to
muscle Fiji away. Feeling the resistance, Fiji shifted his weight back and
plowed Jess even closer co the hoop. The pass came and Fiji slapped
the soft leather between both his hands. He turned and faked a shot.
Jess leapt into the air. Fiji bounced the ball on floor once, stepped past
Jess, and slammed the ball through the rim with two hands.
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Just under a minute left in the game, one point lead. Ever
conscious of the seconds slipping away, Montevista passed the ball
around in a game of keep-away. With five seconds left on the shoe
clock, Pete pulled up for a three point cry. It missed and Fiji smothered the rebound. He turned and hurled the ball down the court to
a sprinting South Valley man. Marvin raced to catch up to him. The
ball sailed teasingly over Marvin's outstretched hands. The South
Valley man caught the ball in stride, lept off of one foot, and flipped
the ball off his fingertips and into the nee.
South Valley by one, fifteen seconds remaining. Aaron
inbounded the ball to Marvin, who raced it down the court. His
defender met him at the three point line. Marvin gave a head fake
to the left, then spun to the right. le happened so quickly-a burst
of spinning yellow-chat even Marvin seemed surprised; he nearly
lost his balance, catching himself with his left hand against the floor
as he dribbled with his right, propelling himself toward the basket.
Fiji shoved Jess away and blitzed Marvin, cutting off his approach.
Marvin drove his shoulder hard into Fiji's stomach. Fiji took the
blow but gave no ground. Marvin pivoted toward the basket, then
suddenly, shifting his weight back, he launched himself away from
Fiji. Arms raised, Fiji leapt forward, angling over Marvin like a collapsing wall. At the apex of his backward flight, Marvin heaved the
ball wildly toward the basket. The tip of Fiji's finger brushed against
the ball, sending it spinning hopelessly down.
Jess Watkins, no defenders near him, caught the ball and
tossed it toward the hoop. Everything happened with surreal clarity:
the ball rising toward the backboard; a sharp bang like a rock
hitting the hardwood floor; the ball reflecting off the backboard and
falling through the net; the horn signaling the end of the game;
players shouting in celebration or disbelief. Then silence.
Fiji slowly lifted himself from the ground. Marvin lay on the
floor beneath Fiji's shadow, convulsing in vicious seizures. His jaw
was clenched, the muscles of his cheeks and forehead flexed and
quivering. His eyes were slits of white and a slow glassy puddle of
crimson slid out along the floorboards beneath his head. The players stood over him, as still and silent as a grove of winter trees. It was
not until Coach Heyward crouched over Marvin and shouted for an
ambulance chat any of chem remembered to move.
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Marvin lay stretched over a narrow hospital bed. White
bandaging had been taped to the side of his stubbly head just behind
his ear, like a patch on a ball. He strained to raise his head off the
pillow to better see his visitors. His eyes narrowed to pain-telling slits
and he moaned lowly. He let gravity tow his head back to the pillow.
"Little bit of a headache, " he said, offering a weak smile.
Jess, Aaron, Pete, and Parker-the starters-still in uniform,
formed a line of head-bowed mourners to one side of the room.
Coach Heyward sat in a folding chair at Marvin's side. It would have
made for a nice Rockwell painting.
"How are you feeling? " Coach Heyward asked gravely.
''I'm good," said Marvin. "I threw up a little while ago. Doc
says I have a concussion, but he didn't see any fractures on the X-ray. "
"I guess we're lucky that's all it is," Coach Heyward said.
"Some luck," said Marvin. "Where's the rest of the boys?"
"Waiting in the lobby, " Coach Heyward said.
"Oh, " Marvin said. "You mind if I ask you a question?"
"Sure," Coach Heyward said.
"Actually two questions. "
"Okay, shoot."
"Well, first, what happened?"
Coach Heyward's bald forehead wrinkled over the nsmg
arches of his eyebrows. "What do you mean?"
"Just what I said. What happened?"
"You hit your head," Pete offered.
Marvin rolled his head over his pillow as though it were a heavy
rock. He was now facing Pete. "No offense, man, but don't you chink
I know chat? I've got fifteen stitches sewn into the side of my dome."
"I don't chink I understand, Marvin," Coach said.
Marvin rolled his head back around. 'Tm sitting on chat
antique of a bus. The heater goes out and the driver's banging on the
dash. Next thing I know, l'm in the hospital and some smiley dude
is knitting my scalp."
"You don't remember?" asked Aaron, amazement raising him
to a high tenor.
"What did I just say?" Marvin replied.
"We won," Coach Heyward said.
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"Straight up!" Marvin exclaimed. "I knew we could take
chose fools!" He smiled and pumped his fist weakly in the air. "So
chat answers my second question. Back to the original, what happened to me?"
"You got squashed by Fiji," Aaron said with relish. "It was this
amazing play. Time was almost out and you had the ball and we were
down by one. Fiji was guarding you and you put up chis shoe-"
Marvin interrupted him. "I won the game?"
"Well-" Coach began.
Again Marvin interrupted. "I've never made a last second
shoe in my life." Marvin spoke the words slowly, quietly, a prayer
to himself.
Silence choked the small room. Marvin's face turned pink,
then crimson. His eyes blinked and his lower lip began to tremble.
"Are you okay, Marvin?" Coach Heyward asked.
"Breathe, Marvin," Pete said quickly. "He's not breaching,
Coach Hey."
At last Marvin sucked in a gulp of air. "Aw, man," he
rasped. He wiped
his eyes with the back of his hand. "This is lame.
,,
Sorry, guys.
"It's okay, Marvin," Parker said, looking baffled.
"Yeah," echoed Aaron, also confounded. "We won't tell
anybody."
Marvin sniffed . "It's just chat ever since I could hold a ball
I've been dreaming about this. Now it finally happens and I can't
even remember."
As though deflating, Coach Heyward slumped against the
backrest and sighed. He rubbed his eyes with his thumb and finger. Marvin sniffed again and rolled his head back around to face
his teammates.
"How many points did I have, guys? Anyone remember?"
No one spoke. Marvin waited with the expression of a man
about to be told how much money he has inherited. Coach looked
up, searching the faces of his four players.
"Anyone remember how many points Marvin had?" he asked.
After only a brief silence, Jess responded, his voice steady
and deliberate. "Thirty-eight points," he said. "You set a new
school record."
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"Thirty-eight points!" repeated Coach Heyward, recoiling in
surprise. Marvin did not move; he lay staring at the ceiling, oblivious
to the dumbfounded stares of Pete and Parker. Aaron turned
quickly toward Jess, away from Marvin, and mouthed, "What're you
doing? He's going to find our."
Jess looked past him at Marvin and said nothing.
"Coach Hey," Marvin said quietly, eyes still on the ceiling.
"Yes, Marvin."
"Did any scouts show?"
Coach Heyward shook his head. "No, Marvin. I'm sorry."
Marvin closed his eyes. "You know what? le doesn't even
matter. Tonight's the night that Marvin Gimler shined, and nothing's
taking that away from me. Right, fellas?"
Jess looked away. No one offered a response.
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Old Woman to Her Lilac
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Sara Blaisdell

It finally happened when I keeled over in the tub,
Embarrassed enough to be half blind and ugly naked,
But I couldn't even grip the handhold.
Meals on Wheels called for back-up
When I failed to come sprinting for my Jell-0 and mashed chicken,
They stuck me in here.
Ir's useless to say. I'm sorry I kept you out back
Without borrowing boughs to purple the kitchen.
You're so full of perfume I gag.
Bur it's not you. It's not you.
They started coming: The parades with banners and pamphlets.
First, Wiona-Ann, grinning in her Catholic way, trying to sell me
To some place where there's Cable and choir kids often visit,
Help you knit and such. The minister came,
Said his father was just put in a Home and absolutely loved it.
Even Sara, the girl who used to water you weekly,
Called from school to breathe it silently.
She's grown, I suppose, and who wants to sit in that house with just me,
A splotched balloon, to place my thinning hair in curlers
And mop up spilled Tang and Metamucil? I don't care what they do
With my collection of reindeer, the John Wayne cut-out, even the
elephantsIt's you I worry for.
They can't tranpslant you, and they'd kill you if they tried .
You're all that's left of usOf what's fierce and beautiful and smells of life.
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Pastoral Ghazals
Christine Bird

At the edge of my grandfather's pasture
I grew like clover that covered the pasture.
My grandfather poured bright buckets of water
in troughs, legged bathtubs transferred to the pasture.
Grandfather's cows stood with heads in alfalfa,
lifted their tails and watered the pasture.

If mornings were cool, cows chewed and meandered
clockwise, circling the square of the pasture.
Cows licked flies from sticky pink nostrils,
then scooped salt from saldicks that pillared the pasture.
September, we herded the cattle to slaughter;
grasshopper wings whirred in the pasture.
Winter Sundays, grandmother roasted a rump,
kitchen windows steamed and blurred the pasture.
We said grace and chewed chunks of summer
and watched as falling snow buried the pasture.
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Chestnut Eyes
Richard John Hawkins

I

don't remember which woke me first, the blinding sunlight or the
colossal figure hovering over the sofa. Both made me feel tremendously uncomfortable. My grandfather's presence always diminished
my own, and from this angle, gazing up at two enormous, hair-filled
nostrils, I felt especially small and vulnerable.
"You shouldn't sleep past six. It's time for breakfast." His
musty breath stole away my sleepiness.
I quickly folded the Pendleton blanket, wrapped the pillow
between the thick folds, and replaced the cushions on the sofa where
I would spend each night of our family's summer vacation. After we
arrived the night before, Grandma carefully embraced each of us,
evaluating haircuts and growth spurts before directing the unloading
of coolers, the placement of luggage, and the assignment of rooms.
She directed me and my few belongings toward the sofa-as I was
only twelve years old and least likely to put up a stink. That's where
Grandpa found me.
Somewhat disoriented and still startled by my encounter, I
nervously approached the breakfast table. Greeting Grandpa always
presented a considerable dilemma because he didn't like people
touching him. Usually a firm handshake followed by an awkward
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pat of some sort did the job, but hugs were unthinkable. I was
relieved to see him already seated at the table with overalls and bald
head, eating a raw onion sprinkled with salt. The situation required
no greenng.
We both waited in silence for the family to come to breakfast.
Over poached eggs, toast, and gnat-speckled butter, Grandpa asked my
older siblings about each of their doings, laughing and commenting
with selective charm. To me, however, he said nothing, directing his
attention my way only when my elbows rested on the table.
From a very young age, I knew Grandpa didn't like me.
Stern glances accompanied by curt rebuffs provided evidence
enough. I didn't rake it personally, however, and rather appreciated
the fact that he didn't like my cousins Annalise or Robert either.
Simply put, he just didn't like little kids. Each summer, my older
siblings and cousins accompanied Grandpa to bail hay, fix fences,
brand cattle, and drive tractors; but we "kids" stayed with Grandma,
relegated to picking currents, collecting eggs, and watering ferns. It
was demeaning. It was degrading. We longed to labor, sweat, and
commiserate with Grandpa, to be covered in dirt and burrs, to be
free from the housework and the gross injustice. Despite our sincere
desires, Annalise, Robert, and I knew that on the farm, children
ranked far below small, domesticated mammals in importance.
Sniff, the half-breed sheepdog, carried more clout than the three of
us combined.
I once asked Grandma why it was that Grandpa
hared children.
"He doesn't hate you. He's just worried that you'll get hurt
in the farm equipment."
Her answer satisfied me, but later that night Grandpa sat
across from me in the living room, reading a magazine, never speaking
a word to me. Then it occurred to me that, with no farm equipment
in the living room, I posed no liabiliry. I would just have to grow up
before Grandpa would ever like me.
After breakfast, the family scattered. Some wore rubber boots
and overalls, prepared to help Grandpa repair an irrigation ditch, and
the rest went shopping in Pendleton and La Grande. They abandoned me with Grandma; I was miserable. While sweeping out the
mudroom and cleaning the blinds, I stirred dust and dissatisfaction.
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I longed to bail hay and showed my disgust with twelve-year-old
indignation. Grandma, sensing my frustration, hurried me through
my chores and cold me to follow her out to the tack room. As we
marched through the barn, hair and dust spiraled in the dim sunlight
that crossed our path. With saddle, blanket, and bridle in hand, she
introduced me co the farm's newest arrival: Cricket.
"We just got her from your uncle Sherman. She's a good
horse, but she hasn't been ridden much. Grandpa has been busy
since we're short one farmhand and my back's been acting up. She's
temperamental, but I think you can handle her, although she hasn't
been around kids much, " Grandma said.
She saddled Cricket and led her out through the heavy boxcar doors into the corral. Backlit by the midday sun, Cricket cowered
over me with a presence more threatening than farm equipment. She
intimidated me much more than Tony the Pony, whom I had grown
accustomed to riding over the years. Tony met his end at the glue
factory earlier that year; old age and bloated feet rendered him useless even as a riding horse for grandchildren. Approaching Cricket, I
could see the reigns tighten as she backed away from me. Apparencly
our apprehension was mutual.
Grandma steadied her and encouraged me co mount
Cricket. As I placed my foot into the stirrup, Cricket began to shift
her weight before backing up again, reigns taut. Each avoidance
further shook my confidence in her, and looking into her large,
chestnut eye, I could see that Cricket lacked faith in me. I sensed
char she despised runny noses, giggling, and moon boots. Cricket
hared children too.
After several attempts at mounting the moving horse,
Grandma and I succeeded with joint effort. Under Grandma's
advice, I headed cowards the Robinson Place. Grandma, on the ocher
hand, headed for the house. Just as Cricket turned cowards the gate,
she caught eye of the stable, turned, and bolced for the open boxcar
door. Recognizing her act of defiance, I clung co her back, wrapped
my arms around her chick neck, and wondered how much closer the
manure floor had grown toward the top of the door frame. Cricket's
hoofbeacs sounded my funeral march. As I contemplated a quick
death, Grandma spotted the situation and began a gallop of her
own, yelling inaudible lase-minute emergency instructions. Grandpa
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heard the commotion while working on a tractor in the shop and
began a hurried investigation. We all met in the dark stable as the
horse came to a jarring stop. Grandma-relieved. Grandpa-perturbed. Cricket-indifferent. Me-mortified. Not only was I a
child, but I was a child who couldn't even ride a horse.
That night at the dinner table, Grandpa asked me, "Why
would Cricket trust you if you don't trust her?"
I didn't reply.
Later that week, and after much deliberation, I asked
Grandma if I could ride Cricket again. My resilience surprised her. I
preferred to think of it as persistence, an unwillingness to accept defeat
and humiliation, not from a horse, and certainly not from Grandpa.
After another difficult mount, I directed Cricket towards the
hills that gradually matured into the Blue Mountains. With destination in mind, we headed towards the windbreak, making sure that
no turn exposed the open stable door. Behind the house stood two
perfectly aligned rows of trees, and, passing through them , a dirt
road led to the intersection of field, mountain, and Union Pacific
rail road track.
Between the road and on either side of the orderly row lay a
tetanal hot zone of juvenile adventure. A 1960 blue Chevy with
rat-infested interior rested in knee-high thistle on the left. Two
refrigerators, several tractors, and a screenless television littered the
corridor's right. I was proud of Cricket for coming this far without
incident, and my seemingly innate horsemanship impressed me even
more. As we approached the first refrigerator, Cricket froze. I kicked
her several times, but she refused to move.
"Come on, Cricket .... Stubborn."
More kicks and a slap on the rear still produced no results. I
tried to direct her around the perimeter, approaching from a different
angle, but again she refused. I began to think of other ways that we
could access the hills, but no other roads came to mind. In frustration, I dismounted and attempted to manually move the belligerent
beast through the corridor, but my hundred-pound shadow couldn't
match her half-ton bulk. Exhausted, I cautiously rode her back to the
stable, having made no headway.
At the dinner table, I recounted the episode to the family,
making sure to note the marked improvement over my earlier
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attempt. After describing Cricket's apprehension, I asked why she
didn't move. "She probably saw something she didn't like, " my
father suggested.
I shrugged.
"Treat her like you would a person. Let her trust you and
respect you," Grandpa added from across the table. He rolled bread
crumbs between his rusry finger and the plastic tablecloth as he
spoke, never looking up.
Each day, I found myself hurrying to sweep, straighten,
gather, and pick so I could spend as much time with Cricket as possible. With Grandma's consent, Cricket and I practiced riding in the
corral for the remaining hours before dinner. She answered my erroneous reign gestures with correspondingly awkward movements. I
gradually learned, adapted, applied. From the corral, we ventured
into the front pasture, and from the pasture to the nearby Robinson
Place. Soon, we explored the furthest corners of the sun-blanketed
farm and the shadow-lit countryside. With each expedition, our
problems grew fewer while our mutual respect grew stronger.
The day before my family left the farm, I planned to ride
Cricket through the windbreak corridor, across the corrugated fields,
to the hills that overlooked La Grande Valley, just as I had planned to
do earlier. At breakfast, Grandpa suggested that I take a shovel along
and look for Indian and pioneer artifacts in the newly plowed
Jenkins property, an odd request that inspired confused silence at the
table. He led me out to the barn, selected a square-headed shovel, and
turned on the belt grinder. Already mesmerized by the showering
sparks, I froze when Grandpa handed me the shovel, telling me to
finish the job myself
"Are you sure, Grandpa?" I asked from a safe distance.
"Of course I am. Are you?" he countered. "Flip this switch
when you're done. I'll be working on the combine."
That afternoon, I took my shovel and rode Cricket at a trot
toward the littered windbreak, confident she would pass through the
obstacle without hesitation. Beyond the open corridor, miles of field
lay in wait, anticipating my exploration. The sun reached its height
as we arrived at the Jenkins properry, and as I squinted, my head
began to ache. Riding this far had already caused me to break a
sweat, and I had yet to begin the tedious act of scavenging. I tied
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Cricket to a fence post and began to dig, conversing with her all che
while. Hour after hour, I dug, adamant chat I would not return
home empty handed.
"Thousands of rocks, but not a single arrowhead. A field full
of rocks," I grumbled.
By four o'clock, blistered and broiled, I concemplaced
accepting defeat. However, with one final toss of the square head,
I struck gold as my shovel made a high-pitched clink. Scrambling
to unearth my discovery, I knelt, and with che care of a trained
archaeologist, I slowly unearthed a ruse-eaten horseshoe. Initially
disappointed, I cleaned the "artifact" rather carelessly by chumping
it against the pose multiple times. It wasn't Indian, bur I had certainly dug it up.
Eventually content with my find, I mounted Cricket, and
together we cantered toward the hills, our original destination.
Overlooking the valley, sixteen-year-old pride filled my cwelve-yearold psyche. Noc only had Cricket and I ridden to the foothills of the
Blue Mountains, a fear chat had seemed so impossible three weeks
ago, but I had also accomplished something much greater. I had
completed Grandpa's cask, perhaps a trivial, meaningless, and totally
useless cask, but a cask accomplished nonetheless.
Ac the dinner cable, I unveiled my find.
"Tell your mother that it's an ancient Chinese artifact, a
good-luck symbol," Grandpa said, "and tell her to hang it in the
living room!" We all laughed, except Mom, who rolled her eyes. He
then led me into his study, a scriccly off-limits sanctum even to
Grandma, and showed me a black-and-white photograph with foxed
edges of a twelve-horse team pulling a pioneer plow. I then knew che
source of my good-luck symbol. I placed my horseshoe on che nightstand before climbing into bed exhausted.
The next morning I awoke a few minutes before six o'clock
and found Grandpa sitting at the cable, awaiting the final breakfast
of our family's vacation.
After eating, Grandma directed the reloading of coolers, the
replacement of luggage, and the straightening of rooms. I shirked
my role in the assembly line and slipped inco the concealed recesses
of che barn. Cricket shuddered and her tail flipped as I extended
my hand to touch che soft depression beneath her chewing jaw.
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Suddenly a cumbersome weight fell on my shoulder. Cricket and I
both jumped as I made out Grandpa's massive figure, a silo at twilight.
"Will you miss her?" he asked.
"Yeah."
"You know, she not a kid's horse. Cricket's no Tony."
"I like her better than Tony," I replied .
Then in a moment of inexplicable inconsistency, Grandpa
reached his arms around me, bringing me close to his overalls and
onion breath.
"You didn't give up. She respects that," he whispered.
As we walked back to the car, Grandpa rook my father aside
where they talked in solemn tones, my name being the only word
that I understood with any clarity. As the loading of the cars continued, my sisters jockeyed intensely for window seats. I used the
bathroom one more time, finished watering the last of the ferns, and
retrieved my horseshoe from Grandpa's study. Beneath the pinecovered walkway, I gave Grandma a hug and Grandpa a strangely
comfortable handshake and pat on the back. As I pulled away from
Grandpa's clutch, he winked one large, chestnut eye at me, and I
knew chat next year I, coo, would drive tractors and bail hay.
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The Mongolian New Year
in a Jeep, Following the Children's Horse Race
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Erin Thomas

It was Tsaagan Sar
and the children heralded
the year of the dragon.
On saddles singing, they whipped
their horses across the plain;
a young horseman swung,
curbing the bolting horses, the whip dancing.
With whirling grace
he owned the wildness of the frozen pasture,
and with his daring drew my breath.
Our driver kept pace, alongside
the sweating horses, and children yelping.
As they neared their parents clapped.
My mouth was close
on the icy window, clouding
rhe horseman as he hustled up the rear.
We parked, he passedI loved his agility, tasting the salience
of a wildness enigmatic
to pretense and my intellectuality.
I imagined his body sore from riding,
eyes lazily on the fire,
his mind rising beyond the smoke
that drifted from the ger.
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Tipping a bowl, he nurses
on fermented mare's milk,
sucking through his teeth.
I leaned against the jeep, wishing
to be wife to wildness
with the children riding.
Growing younger
with the year of the dragon,
my horseman and I sharing our wildness
over the frozen pasture, singing.
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Up and Out
Jessica Christensen

T

here isn't one inch of my body in repose. Rocks jut through my
sleeping bag, and the wind barrels through the canyon, whipping over the edge of the cliff. The August wind carries the crisp air
of November. It seems to take me away with it, layer by layer, and I
think of Thompson's onion-peeling metaphor for getting to know
someone, peeling and revealing to the very inner core. I remember
walking fast the night last May when he peeled close to my center; I
remember wishing he would follow. If he had come to where I sat
alone and barefoot in that parking lot, breathing only calm understanding and no words, I would have given him all that was untold,
all that was dark inside me, heavy to carry and explain, all that was
programmed and unwanted in my genes that seemed to push others
away. But he didn't follow, and I walked home more slowly, my feet
black from the asphalt. I had walked fast too many times before.
Thinking of it now, my legs feel restless and tired at the same time.
I keep my head tucked tight inside my sleeping bag and continue shifting my body, trying to decide if it's more comfortable to
have a rock in a hard spot-my hip-or in a sofr spot-my thigh.
My jeans twist in one direction and the sleeping bag in the other.
Everyone is still talking, but I keep breathing my own warm breath
in my slick bag, the wind now only a hush outside. The wind carries
to me snatches of their words, a laugh, and memories of our spring
hike up Angels' Landing. The moon was bright that night and the
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closeness became dangerous. When I realized Thompson was staying,
staying forever if I let him, I wanted and needed to tell him everything, but was afraid he would turn away. I remember him looking
up at me, the red rock behind him, and knowing the blue behind his
Oakley shades was deep and his shoulders were strong. But I turned
to say something to Laura and pretended not to see. Now I hear
Rand saying this trip will be much tougher than our first "advencure" roger her.
I lie in my bag, each muscle contracted against the rocks and
the wind, pulled tight in, listening. I am cold and hard, one with the
cliff. I hear Brent and Rand laughing about the "ice queen" that
Brent had obsessed over. Dave is spouting random comments and
Scottie makes some sick remark. I don't hear Thompson's voice.
Thompson's voice, that sound of promise and entreaty had
followed me to London after the initial trip. 'Tm staying to work all
summer so there's no rush. Don't feel like you have to make a decision right now. I'm here for as long as you need me to be. I'll wait as
long as it takes." I had tried to bury it in my cathartic journal and
in my wanderings. But I couldn't lose it in Trafalgar Square or mute
it in the green of Kew Gardens. It spoke louder there, swirling in my
inner ear and making me dizzy. Every wind and rain spoke his cool
blue calm. "I just want you to be happy."
But I don't hear him now. Now that I have a heavy parcel in
my chest to heave off, he doesn't say anything. He doesn't ask anything or offer anything. He doesn't even laugh when Candice and
Jana reminisce about playing "Truth or Dare" and "Skeletons in the
Closer" at slumber parties. "Truth" is more risky than "dare." Run
down the street without your shirt on or open Pandora's Box. Some
doors are hard to open and some lids are better with a safety seal.
The chatting continues all night. Thompson is silent. Maybe
he is holding his breath too. Everyone is rendered an insomniac by
the wind, the roughness of the cliff, and the nearness of the trail
down. I'm impatient to go down-down to where it is shady and
clear, no walls and open air where thoughts can be breathed out into
words that can be caught or let Aoat away without danger.
I count the minutes until dawn and when the sun hints its
arrival, it is enough. We roll up our bags with Orion faintly visible.
We stretch and I wish I could stretch over to where Thompson is.
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But I need to crack my back and rub the cold out of my arms. I strap
on my pack. The sun is not yet over the rim of the canyon, but
Thompson has his Oakleys on already. I can't tell where his eyes are
as I brush past him to the trailhead, legs primed to go.
The trail down to the Indian reservation campsite of
Havasupai is eight miles long, the first mile all steep switchbacks.
Rand had suggested the trip as a challenge and reminded all of us girls
multiple rimes chat it would be "rough." The pack I borrowed from
my brother-in-law is heavy and old, too big for me, and the metal
frame rubs on the outsides of my shoulder blades and sags on my
lower back with its bulk. We all start together, bur by the bottom
of the switchbacks I am ahead and taking long strides. The thought of
chose shades hiding blue propels me forward, and I cannot slow down.
The dust is four inches thick on the trail and powdery. It
coats us to our knees as we kick it up in small clouds, muting everything to beige. I remember sitting alone in the locker room at lunchtime, hiding when someone came in, ashamed of my aloneness and
inability to "be me," needing to stay up with the pack at practice,
proud of broken-in, thrashed training shoes. I look at the dust on
my shoes and am glad chat mine are hard to distinguish from the
ground. My feet consume the path ahead with each step, pounding
each painful memory into the dust, memories of the time when only
the moon understood and I just couldn't pull our of it alone.
All chis sweat in the cool morning makes me feel feverish.
The need to fast-forward mounts and wills me around the next
bend, then faster to the next boulder where the trail dips under an
overhanging willow and disappears to the left. Looking back, I cannot see Thompson's Oakleys glinting in the sun.
Bethany is breathing heavily and coming up from behind.
"Hey, speedy. You okay?"
"Yeah, I just wanna get there. "
She takes a double step to keep up and lowers her voice.
"I thought you two were talking again."
"We are."
"How did you leave things before?"
"Ir's complicated. I didn't really explain myself, as usual.
I mean, he cold me not to throw what we had away and I told him
not to wait for an uncertainty."
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"Bue he's not going co Thailand to visit his brother?" she says.
"No. He sold his ticker."
"And he came hiking in Arizona in hundred degree weather
in the middle of August instead."
"Yeah."
Bethany is silent for a moment.
"I know you know chis, but he's strong enough co lean on. "
We don't say anything for a few steps, and the hipbelc on the
front of my pack is digging into me. "And if he goes away?"
She hesitates for a second. "Nothing would really be different,
would it?"
I don't answer. It would be different. le would be co miss the
nearness, co strain and look without the possibility of hearing or
seeing. Bethany stays up with me the whole way.
The rest of the trail is a dry, sandy river bottom chat winds
past giant boulders and water-carved red rock overhangs. There is a
numbness where my pack's weight presses on my collarbone,
seeming to cut off circulation to my head. I shove my left thumb
under the strap co relieve so me tension and concentrate on my
breaching. The sun is high when we reach the shack where we pay
the wrinkled brown man. Brent pours water over his head and calls
me "iron woman" and "the rest-free wonder." Rand the ringleader
reminds us chat we have to carry all our trash out with us, can't light
fires, and should cake advantage of the natural spring to fill up our
water boccies befo re hiking out.
The campground is a series of cleared spaces under call shade
trees where the canyon walls draw close. The boys set up tents in a
rough circle, and the girls spread a tarp in the middle where the
ca nopy ofleaves opens on sky. The air here is warm and dry, the breeze
soo thing on my skin. After a few minutes of repose and the rough,
sweet tang of beef jerky, we leave our packs and head for the falls.
I leave my shoes behind, but have no sandals to wear. I don't
chink of the white heat of the sand. Like I didn't chink of the black
rough of the night I cold Thompson I was only giving fifty percent
and he needed someone willing co give herself whole. Like I didn't
chink I'd like sitting in his passenger seat and listening to Van
Halen-or chat I'd miss it either.
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Havasupai attracts many v1s1tors because of its waterfalls.
There are three giant ones within a few miles and even more if one is
willing to hack a path in the brush or climb beyond the easily accessible falls. We head to the first one, and I am proud of the toughness
of my feet as we climb over rough rock, down to the cliff's edge where
we can see down fifty feet to the pool turned turquoise by lime. The
pounding of the white falls prevents me from asking how we gee
down, and Dave pulls my hand toward a dark opening in the
bleached rock. It is a cavelike tunnel, rough-hewn seeps twisting
down to the left. I see the light at the other opening and the outline
of a metal rod with a chain attached. The remainder of the descent
requires us to lower ourselves from metal pegs connected by heavy
link chains to where we drop the last ten feet to the rocky beach.
The water is warm and mist rises where the falls churn the
river. The walls, formed by hardened mineral flows, rise in petrified
dripping masses around us, shading us from the sun. While floating
in the pools of liquid aquamarine, we hear a call from Thompson
and John, farther along the trail on the far side of the water, to follow chem to some larger falls a few miles away. I chink of my feet
now, but it's too late, and I don't want to hike back alone. We join
the pack, a bushwhacking war party, cutting our way through the
green tangle where it obscures the white sand path.
My tough pads are feeling the wear of rough rock river
crossings, and I find myself walking on the spiny brush at the edge
of the trail to avoid the scalding sand. The sound of the last falls
fades, and no sound comes to us from the canyon ahead. I let my
breach out fast and hard when Dave says he can't cake the burning
on his bare feet, and I volunteer to go back with him.
The stair cave is cool and dark when we reach it. I want to
stay, but we keep on until we reach the shaded, soft path to the
camp. I lie on my bag when we gee back, smooch under my stomach, no rocks to disturb me, and write my fever out, my fingers
scraped and raw from the return ascent, and the burn on the balls of
my feet pounding with my heart.
The ochers return triumphantly reporting the "undiscovered
and gigantic" waterfall they have found. They play Rook and Nertz
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until dusk. With the dusk comes quiet and the smell of ramen noodles
from Scottie's portable stove. I am content with the gritty cleanness
of granola bars and fruit leather. Laura offers free ear cleanings,
hygiene in the sticks, her ziplock of cotton swabs raised above her
head in invitation. She commences work with Brent, her first hesitant customer, his blond afro glowing around him like a halo in
the near twilight. His thin face breaks into a ghoulish, Jack-thePumpkin-King grin when I look at him, and Scottie says he could
use some "backrub lovin'." John seconds the motion with a halfraised forearm from his face-plant position on the far end of the
tarp. A few groans all around and no one moves. Thompson is silent
and his head twitches slightly from his book as I step toward him and
then over him to start on John.
John hands me a wooden massage roller and is soon rubbed
into sleepy delirium. I stop and listen to the night sounds. The stars
in the moonless canopy are bright and pulsating. It is fully dark now
and Thompson lies on his stomach, reading with his Oakleys on.
John is breathing heavily and my hands have stopped. The silence
stretches, someone shouts "Nertz! " from the picnic table, and Laura
sends another clean-eared boy back into the game.
Thompson hasn't turned a page; his breath seems caught in
his ribcage. I set the wooden roller on the tarp, staring at his back.
It isn't moving and I can barely make out his white t-shirt in the dark.
I imagine his heart still in its place, no longer pumping, the blood
slowing, and I have to put my palm on his back, on the left side, my
thumb gripping the edge of his scapula. He lets out his breath and the
faint rhythm comes to me from inside. My rehearsed lines run the
trails of my brain, coming out of my fingers, not yet vocally clothed.
As I work out his weariness with the thoughts on my hands, my
fever ebbs and the ache in my feet dulls. They are tired from walking so fast. Here, where it is open and smooth, where the trail does
not cut down or burn like coal or cast up clouds of dust, I let him
catch up with me. When the last knot is eased, he shuts his book and
moves to his tent, pausing to touch my head in one smoothing
motion from brow to crown, his breathing even. Tomorrow we will
speak; I think myself to sleep.
During the day, Thompson is at the upper falls, jumping
cliffs with John. I chase streams with Jana and Laura. All day, a song
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plays on repeat in my head: "I wanna hold you close, I wanna push
you away.... " I have to sing something else out loud to get rid of
it. At night, it is Nertz and Rook again. When the yelling is too
much, Candice and I make ourselves absent and wash our hair in the
river. My head is cool with the eight coil of hair piled on it, and Jana
pats a spot on the tarp for me between her and Thompson. Her red
hair reminds me of Glenda the good witch, and she seems to wink
at me in the dim light as I lay myself down.
"We're talking about books. I just asked Thompson what his
favorite book is," Jana says.
"I read Nibley moscly. I like the substance. I like to know
things, to understand," he says.
I turn toward the sound of his voice. "I never knew chat."
He turns his face to me in the dark. I cannot see it, but I can
feel it. "What?" He didn't hear my whisper.
"I never knew you read Nibley."
"That was probably about my second layer. Maybe you weren't
listening." It is quiet and he chinks I don't hear, but I hear. I hear his
voice and the implication that we've arrived beyond the second layer,
deep enough to breathe liquid, but I'm still holding my breath.
My knot of hair feels tight and is pulling at my temples. The
warm night air is smooching the coolness out of my hair. Jana is
called as referee and goes to the table to calm the debate. A sudden
blast of wind from down the canyon blows over me, and I nearly
miss the quiet words from Thompson.
"How is your brother?"
This layer is safe; it's been exposed before, so I can show it.
"Not so good. My mother is worried. "
"Are you okay? I remember it was hard for you before. "
Before. The night last winter when he asked if I wanted to
talk about it and he listened. I duck. "They don't really mention it
anymore, but it's always there, y'know?"
"Yeah."
"It's there, right below the surface of everything, ready to
explode. I don't know what to do. I don't feel there's anything I
can do. "
"Sometimes there isn't anything to do but wait. Time is a
healer. He needs chat. I told you about me, didn't I?"
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"Yeah. Is that what helped you?"
"Yeah. I mean, I'm not saying it's the answer to his situation
because mine was different, but he's not the only one to ever struggle
like that. He just needs love right now. Love and time."
"Yeah."
"We all do sometimes," he says.
"I know."
"He'll come around."
"Yeah. Thanks."
His eyes are still fixed on the darkness near my face, but I do
not turn to him. I cannot see him clearly, not clear like the night my
brother's band played and I first met her. I broke down and told
Thompson all about their hasty Las Vegas wedding to fix the problem coming in nine months and showing in just a few. When I
thought the silence would stretch heavy and long with hesitancy, he
said he'd stay as long as I needed him. He'd stay until I was okay and
the shaky breathing was regular again. "Don't be so hard on yourself.
You can't expect so much on your first encounter with her. Give
yourself some time and things will even out." The light in his blue
eyes had penetrated me. He'd seen me-not all, but that part riddled
and swaying with fear-and he'd stayed. He'd stayed as long as I
needed him, until I was okay.
The wind picks up in the night and I feel a drop on my
cheek, followed by a low rumble from somewhere down the canyon.
It is too hot to stay in my bag, and the air in my nostrils is musty
with the coming wet. I am still, but the wind gives me the sensation
of tossing. Another wet drop and I hear a rustling from one of the
tents. I can hear the soft rush of feet on sand and see the haze of a
white shirt move to the trail down to the falls. I curl up to stand and
follow, barefoot.
Without the moon, it is hard to see the sand and I stop at
the rocks. I sit down to go over the edge to the cave opening. I can
hear the scrape of him inside and I enter the black. Thompson is sitting on the edge of the other opening, feet dangling over the lip of
the cliff. He doesn't turn as I sit down, lowering each leg slowly.
"Couldn't sleep." He looks across the canyon to the clear sky of
stars above, unobscured by trees. "You can't hear it, but you can see it. "
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"The sky. The night." He pauses without breathing and
turns to me. "You, coo."
"What?" Sleep is still clinging to my thoughts.
"I got your postcard from London about doors loosening and
rooms needing air, about how savory an onion can be unpeeled
and alone. I may not get all of Shakespeare's lines, but I got yours. I
see you walk; I see you fighting to be brave and tough, hiking barefoot without admitting it hurts. I see you."
I can feel his blue eyes on my face. "I know."
The water pours down hard and loud, and I can feel the cool
spray from far below. I want ro pour like chat, rushing down so loud
that he can hear it, that he can feel it and see it and caste it and know
it-know all the inside and out. I want to let him heft it and see if
it's too much, see if he still wants to stay. I can feel the lines in my
head, building, like the speed of the river as it comes co the drop.
I breathe deeply and watch the water as it spills over the cliff,
freefalling co the bottom. He remains with his shoulder turned to
the stars and his face intent on mine. "You don't have co. "
"I do."
I pour. I sit still and I pour it down fast and quiet, the dark
and the struggle, the years of loathing myself for not being stronger,
not fighting harder, the carrying of the constant weight, and the
fever in my head; the night my eyes lingered on the knife rack and
it seemed easy to stop the struggle of self against self; the day I ran
with the team down to the canyon trail, and a semi was coming
opposite us, and I though how easy it would be to take two strides
to the side in a stumble and end it; the fear of and need for help; the
hours of clinical terms and soothing voices, little blue and white
pills. I pour it all down for him to catch, to hold in his hands or let
pass through. That night the stars spoke to me, and I knew that
something bigger than me had a hand in it. I had to hold my grip
and keep my pace.
My temples burned with the fear of admitting the need for
medication and "talking it through," relaxation breathing exercises,
positive and constructive coping mechanisms, and cool, clinical tones.
With the lifting comes ease and the cranial pressure lessens.
My breathing is shallow. The falls are quieter. How long have I been
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speakjng? Thompson is facing me, and I have to count before I turn .
The light of the stars is bright, and the white of the water catches it.
A drop on his cheek reflects light as it comes down. He blinks and
another follows the first salty trail. He doesn't look away. He doesn't
speak. His eyes are full of blue, fluid and deep, deep enough to draw
from and still be bottomless. We don't move, but stay as we are. We
cannot hear it, but we can see it and feel it-the night and the sky and
the enormity of the space where we have entered, whole and seen.
My face is warm now where his heart pumps under it. The
falls cool my fever-abandoned head, and I know that tomorrow I can
walk slowly up the trail with him-up and out.
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I Keep Two Photos Next to My Bed
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Brian Roberts

One is of my father, brother, sister,
and me, from the waist down, standing
in front of a Shell station in Harlan, Kentucky.
A busload of Amish came through
while we bought Moon Pies and Cherry Cokes.
I stopped a kid whose beard hadn't grown:
I thought ya'll didn't use cars. He looked
at the bus, scratched his bare chin:
We're not driving it. We paid the driver.
When I asked him to cake our picture,
he blushed, said he'd never used one before.
I cold him co aim, push until the green light
came on, then push harder.
The ocher is of my wife's calves, my forearm,
and a mackerel on our honeymoon to Topsail Island,
North Carolina. After I sweated the seven-inch
leviathan up onto the pier, Norma stopped
an old man with a bucket: Will you
take our picture real quick?
He hadn't used a camera either. I told him co aim,
push until the green light came on,
then push harder, and Norma asked
could he make sure it was a full body shot.
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When I dream at night, of what I want
in joy and in life, I dream things wronglike the dreams are someone else's dreams
of me seeing a stranger pushing
without knowing why. Then in flashes
I am the stranger, dreaming in calves,
halves of arms, mackerels. A black wad
of gum by our feet in Harlan
becomes beach tar salted
by its photographic negative,
the lambent moon spraying
phosphorescent on North Carolina sand.
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Cada Regalo Perfecto
Mexico, 2002
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Deja Earl ey

Watching the orphans scramble on their playground of half-buried tires,
I wish our
pencils, paper, sharpeners, chalkboards, glue
were instead
bubbles, candy, matchbox cars, silly string, ice cream.
I turn my purse inside out.
The Altoids to a boy who sketches me on his new chalkboard,
looking up again and again to get the nose right-a Sesame Street oval.
My lipgloss to a slouching girl with an unpronounceable name
who loves geography and sweeps the cloistered walkways every day.
The crackers to a sweaty boy I snatch at group picture time
to be my friend for the count of three.
My frozen water bottle to those
we watch through the back window of the bus
who jump and wave
in the dust and trash and shattered flowerpots
next to the Cristus in the dry fountain,
His robe magenta,
His arms open,
a plump bird perched in his hand.
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The Strawberries of Eldritch
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D. Kohl Glass

J

anice Blackwell's funeral was poorly attended. Up until one week
prior, Janice Blackwell had been the most powerful woman in
Eldritch. She was loud, stubborn, and heavily opinionated, with a
proclivity for trying ro solve other people's problems. For the past
twelve years, Janice Blackwell's strawberries had been awarded "Best
in County, Tart 'n Tasty" at the Fragaria Strawberry Festival held in
Eldritch every April. This year the longest run in Fragaria Strawberry
Festival history had ended, and power had shifted. Four days later,
Janice Blackwell died.
The twelve-year queen of Eldritch was feared, obeyed, but
most of all, she was hated. The only funeral attendees were her
estranged daughter, Janice; her three assistant gardeners, Miguel
and the two Jorges; her friend and sycophant, Sally Firth; Sheriff
Stone; and the mayor, Charles Samuel Masters, although he was
there only to officiate at the funeral of Eldritch's most prominent
citizen. There was also an old er woman named Celeste Willets.
Celeste stood apart from the funeral and listened to the ceremony
from under the cemetery's only tree. She did not feel comfortable
standing among Janice Blackwell's mourners since, after some
twelve years of losing to Janice Blackwell, her strawberries had
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taken "Best in County, Tart 'n Tasty" and sent Janice to her grave.
It had been a very hard year for Celeste; her winning "Best in
County, Tarr 'n Tasty" was the first thing that had gone right in a
while, and she wanted to pay her respects to her fallen adversary.
Celeste continued to stand under the cemetery's only tree after the
funeral was over and she was alone with Janice Blackwell 's grave.
After a moment's pause, she turned and quietly left the cemetery
with the whispered parting, "A worthy opponent."
The second Janice, or, as the town called her, Janice
Blackwell's daughter Janice Blackwell, moved into her mother's
home shortly after the funeral. As part of her inheritance she took
control of all her mother's wealth and property as well as her twelveyear award-winning strawberry patch. The second Janice was so
much like her mother that many in Eldritch hardly felt the gap
between the going of the first and the coming of the second-except
the second Janice had never taken "Best in County, Tart 'n Tasty."
Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice Blackwell often vowed publicly
that she would regain the "Best in County, Tarr 'n Tasty" crown to
avenge her mother's death, which struck many of the Eldritch
townspeople as odd since it was gossiped that she had hared her
mother when she was alive. Nevertheless, the second Janice swore a
strawberry vengeance on Celeste Willets.
Three days after the funeral, Janice Blackwell's daughter
Janice Blackwell knocked on Celeste Willets's door. No one
answered. She knocked again, then again, and then slowly peered
into the front window. The house was nicely furnished in the quaint
country style that was the standard in Eldritch, and Celeste was not
home. She was going to try the door but decided to cut to the chase
and go around the back to the strawberry patch. Upon circling the
house, Janice saw something that struck her as odd. Celeste Willets
had two strawberry patches: one that was nestled up close to the back
door of the house, and another that stood a good distance away, sitting on the slope of a hill, surrounded by a small, white picket fence.
"Why would she be so harebrained as to have two?" she
thought to herself.
From the house, the second Janice could see that the fencedin patch was far better tended than the one by the house, though the
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one by the house was still producing strawberries. Janice reached
down and picked a strawberry. It was of average size and color-definitely not a possible contender for "Best in County, Tart ' n Tasty. "
She looked from the strawberry to the hillside patch. She put the
strawberry in her pocket and started off for Celeste Willecs's fenced
strawberry patch on the hill with a slump of frustration at the walk
before her, for Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice Blackwell, like her
mother, enjoyed a pampered life and had not grown accustomed to
the physical act of moving. After much labor on the small grass-lined
path that connected the two patches, Janice heard someone speaking.
"What a glorious crop you brought chis year. 'Best in
County, Tart ' n Tasty.' As good as your word."
Janice stopped and looked around; she saw no one, though
she had clearly heard the voice. She moved closer to the patch.
"You've made me so happy."
She looked around again but saw nothing. Reaching over the
short picket fence, Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice Blackwell
picked a second strawberry. This one was brilliantly red and massive
yet perfectly shaped. It was cool to the touch, and juice seemed to
be condensing on its skin, which left a faint red smear on Janice's
fingers. It was perfect; it was "Best in County, Tart ' n Tasty."
Slowly, Celeste Willets rose up out of the patch. The second
Janice quickly stashed the strawberry paragon into her pocket with
the first strawberry. Celeste had not seen her yet; her back had been
to Janice when she stood to stretch. She had a small garden spade in
her hand and a bonnet on her head. When Celeste did see her she
was not startled, but said, "Janice Blackwell, what an unexpected
surprise. What brings you out to my garden?"
"I wanted to see chis year's patch and maybe pick up a few
gardening tips. " Janice forced a smile.
"Oh, I'm not revealing anything to you; you inherited your
mother's 'Second in County, Sweet 'n Scrumptious' strawberry
patch. She may be gone, but right now those strawberries are the
strongest contender against my patch.''
"You mean patches. I couldn't help but notice that you have
two. That must take a lot out of you-to work both of them."
"Oh, I don't compete with the patch down by the house.
That was my old patch, and it never did well at festival. I just keep
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growing the berries to sell. This patch was a gift from my Harrison
before he left, and I expect to give your mother's record of consecutive awarding of the 'Best in County, Tart 'n Tasty' a run with it."
"You're not as young as you used to be and tending a prizewinning strawberry patch is a lot of hard work. My mother died in
her strawberry patch."
"Did she? I had heard chat she was on the couch with her
feet soaking in her Fooccuzzi, eating chocolate cake," Celeste said.
"At least chat is what Dr. Campbell said. I guess chat goes to show
you can't trust gossip!"
"No, she was in her patch when it happened, just like she
always knew she would be when she went."
Celeste came closer to the fence now and looked at Janice
Blackwell's daughter Janice Blackwell. She looked sorry for what she
was about to say and softened her voice. "Janice, I'm worried chat
you're a liccle confused on the faces about your mother. It was less
about strawberries and more about status with Janice. She hired
Miguel and the two Jorges to work her garden-I don't believe she
ever went back out there except for newspaper photos."
"How dare you suggest such a thing! You listen to me,
Celeste Willets, your little victory will go down in Eldricch history
as a fluke when I reclaim 'Best in County, Tart 'n Tasty' once again.
Your name will be but a blemish in a sea of Janice Blackwells!"
Celeste became emotionless and in a cold, even voice said,
"My Harrison gave me chis patch before he left, and a sweeter man
there never was. I have no reason to fear you or your mother's patch.
Good day to you-the berries need my attention." With that,
Celeste sank back into the patch and Janice Blackwell's daughter
Janice Blackwell walked down the hill much faster than when she
came up, chis time powered by both gravity and fury.
Sally Firth was tending her own strawberry patch when
Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice Blackwell ratcled on her garden
gate. Sally Firth's strawberries had always done poorly at the
Fragaria Strawberry Festival; so seven years ago she had given up
growing the domestic breed of strawberry and began cultivating
foreign and exotic strawberries. Since chat time she had won "Best
in County, Foreign 'n Fancy" every year. Unfortunately, "Best in
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County, Foreign ' n Fancy" was a title that meant nothing to the
town of Eldritch, mainly because Sally Firth was the only one who
entered that category.
"Sally Firth, it's Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice
Blackwell," the second Janice called. "It's important. "
Sally Firth carefully pulled open the heavy gate. "Shhh! The
Fragaria Manchuria cannot be exposed to loud noise after six p.m."
"I went up to Celeste Willecs's place chis afternoon, and do
you know what she said? She said chat my mother didn't work her
own garden and died because she was power hungry! "
"Well, you know that she did entrust a lot of the work to
Miguel and the two Jorges. In fact, most of the work."
"Her assistants? They were just migrant workers when she
hired chem. le cakes education and genius to be 'Best in County,
Tart 'n Tasty."'
"I guess you're right, but still I hire chem out every other
week ever since one of the Jorges saved my dying Manchurians.
That's the one chat took 'Best in County, Foreign 'n Fancy' this
year." Sally giggled in a way that made Janice stare at her in disgust.
"Did you know chat Celeste Willets has two strawberry
patches? She said her husband left one of them for her. How long
has she been a widow?"
"Oh, her husband didn't die, at least not for sure. He just left. "
"Where to?"
"Oh, no one knows. Celeste said chat one morning he declared
that he had some hunting to do and wasn't sure when he would be
back. He hasn't been back since."
"How long ago was this?"
"Going on a year this September."
"I picked these two strawberries from Celeste Willecs's two
patches." The second Janice pulled the two strawberries out of her
pocket and Sally Firth examined chem.
"Oh my. You would chink that the same area of land worked
by the same gardener would grow similar berries."
"But it wasn't the same gardener." Janice held up the large,
perfect fruit. "This is Harrison Willets's strawberry."
''A man working a strawberry patch in Eldricch? Ha! Men
only attend the Fragaria Strawberry Festival-they don't compete."
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"Is it against the rules?" asked Janice.
Sally Firth stopped in her amusement at the idea of an
Eldricch man growing strawberries and thought for a second. "I
don't chink a man has ever entered."
Charles Samuel Masters was the president of che Fragaria
County Board of Fragaria Festival Judges and the mayor of Eldricch.
No man knew more on the subject of strawberries, both culcivacion
and culinary preparation, in the entire county of Fragaria. However,
alchough it was well known in Eldritch that Mayor Masters knew
every aspect of what happens co a strawberry up until it passes his
lips and absolutely nothing about it after, he had limited his interaction with strawberries exclusively co the latter, post-lip, portion of
the process and had never physically ventured into his realm of
expertise a day in his life. Janice Blackwell and Mayor Masters had
never enjoyed contact in all their years as fellow citizens of Eldricch.
This face struck many in Eldricch as ironic since Mayor Masters,
along with the rest of the Fragaria County Board of Fragaria Festival
Judges, had awarded Janice Blackwell "Best in County, Tart 'n Tasty"
every year the previous twelve years of the festival. Regardless of
Charles Samuel Mascers's dislike of her mother and hands-off policy
on strawberries-excluding of course the "dish, utensil, and beyond"
segment-he was the next target of inquiry in Janice Blackwell's
daughter's investigation.
This second Janice Blackwell had telephoned demanding
char he come immediately, which happened co conflict with
Mayor Mascers's habitual pre-dinner reclining time. The mayor,
however, cook his pre-dinner reclining rime because he knew char
an "immediately" from a Janice Blackwell was urgent only co the
Janice saying it.
"Well, Mayor Masters, how does this town gee along when one
of its citizens has an emergency and receives this kind of promptness?"
The mayor stood rested on Janice Blackwell's porch. "Well,
in true emergencies I do nor often respond personally. A pressing
matter came up that needed my attention. Perhaps I should call the
proper authorities?"
Janice made a mental note chat his pressing matter had
pressed his wispy hair into a sea fan formation on one side of his
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head, which now waved in the evening breeze, and had left a red
crease along one of his cheeks as well. "Don't overwork yourself.
Please come in ."
"It begins," thought Mayor Masters, grimly foreseeing his
golden years with this new Janice Blackwell.
Janice led him into the front room and sat down on a highbacked love seat. He sat opposite Sally Firth on a matching couch.
The room was dominated by twelve identical wooden cutouts of a
little old lady holding a giant strawberry, tole painted with exquisite
derail, which hung along the wall near the ceiling. "Best In County,
Tart 'n Tasty" and a year were written on each strawberry. Each tole
represented a year ofJanice Blackwell's supremacy, and it was a sight
that left both Mayor Masters and Sally Firth in awe. The space following the last tole had been cleared and the wallpaper was even
cleaned, but it stood bare except for a small, framed, wallet-sized
photo of Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice Blackwell.
Jamice spoke first. "As President of the Fragaria County
Board of Fragaria Festival Judges, please tell me: are men allowed to
enter strawberries in the Fragaria Strawberry Festival?"
The mayor and Sally were still gazing up at the twelve toles
of power when Janice asked this question, and after a moment,
Mayor Masters looked away and collected his thoughts. "As President
of the Fragaria County Board of Fragaria Festival Judges, it is my
honor to say there are no rules against men entering the festival."
"Has a man ever entered his own strawberries in the festival?"
The mayor looked at her curiously when it dawned on him
how bizarre Janice Blackwell's questions were. "I've never heard of
a man entering in festival. "
"Can you chink of any reason why a man would keep a
strawberry parch himself?"
The mayor put more thought into this. "I can't think of
one." And chat was the dead honest truth.
"This will come as a shock to you, but Celeste Willets's
'Best in County, Tart 'n Tasties' came from a patch actually tended
by her husband. "
"Harrison Willets disappeared over six months ago.
Parches are planted in the spring. He has been gone too long to
work a patch. "
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"Then how do you explain this?" Janice pulled the stolen
speciman of strawberry perfection out of a bowl she had behind the
love seat. The mayor's eyes grew wide at the sight of it.
''Ah yes," he said a little excitedly. "That is one of Celeste's.
I haven't seen strawberries like chis in many years."
"She outright admitted chat he left her chat patch-the
patch she took 'Best in County, Tart 'n Tasty' with!"
The mayor furrowed his brow. "I fail to see the problem with
chis. If there was a rule against entering strawberries from a patch
that has been inherited, you would be left out in the cold right next
to Celeste Willets. If you could even prove that hers was inherited."
''All I am saying, Mayor Masters, is that I strongly believe
chat a strawberry like this cannot be grown without some crookedness.
There is something just not right about it!"
"You have to be joking. It is just a straw-" Janice Blackwell
and Sally Firth stared at him aghast, and the mayor realized the
severity of what he had been about to say. "Quite right, " he continued
a little more softly and deliberately. "This would be the first time
foul play entered the Fragaria Strawberry Festival, at least as far we
have detected. I am just struggling to see what one could do to a
strawberry patch that would constitute foul play."
"Genetically altered seeds." Janice Blackwell's voice was cold
and even, as if she spoke the purest, most despicable truth. Mayor
Masters jerked up his head. Mayor Masters was a lifetime subscriber

Strawberry Quarterly: A Journal of Science, Cultivation, and
Culture, which for the previous two years had run a series of articles

to

following the efforts of Richard Clack, Ph.D., in creating the
Genetically Enhanced Super-Strawberry. This series had consumed
Mayor Masters's mind, until the most recent issue of SQ had
exposed Richard Clack as a charlatan and his experiments as a hoax.
"No such thing," Mayor Masters said painfully.
"Well, what then? Super dirt?"
The mayor paused. "Actually, the only thing one could really
alter is the fertilizer, and there are thousands of different ways to fertilize a strawberry patch."
At nine the next evening, Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice
Blackwell pulled up into Sally Firth's driveway and honked once.
Sally came out the side gate with a shovel and some plastic bags.
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"Shhhhh! Please, you must be quiet, or my berries won't
color right!"
"Just get in."
Sally loaded the shovel into the back, and they drove off.
The drive was a quiet one, with the task at hand weighing heavily on
their minds. The plan was simple. They would collect soil samples
from vario us levels of Celeste Willets's "Best in County, Tart 'n
Tasty" patch. They would then take the soil samples to Jack Harris,
Eldritch's resident fertilizer specialist, for analysis. Later they were to
convene at the Fragaria County Sheriff's Office to decide if they
should employ Sheriff Stone in an emergency stripping of the "Best
in County, Tart ' n Tasty" tide.
Janice Blackwell turned off her lights and rolled to a stop
on the small country road just outside Celeste Willets's winding
driveway. Celeste's house was dark. Sally pulled out the shovel and
plastic bags, and they started off for the strawberry patch on the
hill. Janice had a flashlight, which she left off until they had circumvented Celeste's house and approached the patch from
the back side. Both women were huffing by the time they reached
the small picket fence, but the pumping adrenaline drove them
right to the task. Sally collected the first dirt sample by scraping
some topsoil into a plastic bag. She then looked to Janice Blackwell
for instructions.
"Start digging! " hissed Janice.
Sally reluctantly positioned the shovel and started digging.
After three shovelfuls, she stopped. "This is good enough. Let's just
get two. I don't feel right about this any more. "
"Give me the shovel!" Janice snatched the shovel away from
Sally and started digging furiously. She stopped to take the second
sample and then continued digging nosily. She seemed to be getting
angrier and angrier. She stopped and took the third sample and
again began digging.
"Janice, we only need three! Let's go."
'Tm getting four! There is no way she's going to get away
with whatever she's doing!"
Janice, who was now sweating profusely, continued her
digging frenzy.
"Please, Janice, she's going to hear us! You're scaring me. "
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Just then the shovel hit something and stopped with a thud.
Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice Blackwell scooped out the dire
and pointed the flashlight into the hole.
"Janice, what is it?" Sally asked. Janice just stood there,
looking down. "Janice, what is it!?"
"I knew it." With chat, the second Janice dropped the flashlight, burst out of the patch, letting the gate close loudly behind her,
and disappeared down the hill.
Sally was petrified. "Janice?" she whispered into the dark.
"Janice?" She was almost in tears. The flashlight, still on, lay in the
dirt next to the hole. Slowly, Sally got up the courage to move from
the spot she had been rooted co and pick up the flashlight. "Janice?"
she whispered one more time. She had almost convinced herself co
run down the hill, bur it was not knowing chat made her most
afraid, and looking into the hole would solve some of that.
Slowly, very, very slowly, she directed the beam of the flashlight down and let it rest inside the hole. Then, very shakily, she
looked in. A decayed skeletal face stared back up at her through dirt
filled sockets. Sally Firth screamed louder than she had ever
screamed before. She spun coward the road just in rime to see
Janice's headlights come on and then speed away. She screamed
again, and Celeste Willets's back porch lights came on. Celeste was
standing just outside the light like a ghost. Sally screamed a third
time and fled cowards the mountains, weeping.
Janice burst into the Fragaria County Sheriff's Office, where
the mayor was sitting at Sheriff Stone's desk. Sheriff Scone was sitting at a small cable cleaning a gun. Mayor Masters was closing the
large red Fragaria Strawberry Festival rule book just as she burst in.
She had a wild look in her eye.
"Well, I hate to say it, bur I just read this book cover to cover,
and there is no rule about using unorthodox fertilizer or inheriting
patches," said the mayor, oblivious to Janice's frantic manner.
"Is there any rule against murder?" she said, out of breath.
Boch the mayor and the sheriff looked up at her. "I believe what was
once Harrison Willets is buried about a foot deep in Celeste Willets's
'Best in County, Tarr 'n Tasty' strawberry patch. That's right, murder most foul."
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Mayor Masters and Sheriff Stone looked at each other, and
then Sheriff Stone quietly put his gun back together, stood up,
and said, "Looks like I better go out to Celeste Willets's house and
ask her some questions. I can tell it is going to be one of those
nights. Literally."
When Sheriff Stone pulled into the Willets's drive, all the
lights were on in the house. He got out, walked up the gravel drive,
and knocked on the door, which was never answered. After a few
more sessions of knocking, he circled the house and walked up the
hill to the second strawberry patch. Celeste was there, filling the hole
that Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice Blackwell had dug.
"Celeste," the sheriff said. Celeste stopped her work, and he
could see that she had been crying. "Celeste, Janice Blackwell, the
daughter, claims to have seen a body buried in your strawberry
patch. Literally. Is that true?"
"Yes." Celeste's response was immediate.
"She says it is the body of your husband, Harrison. Now I
don't see how she could possibly know-"
"It is my husband, Sheriff." Celeste almost looked proud as
she stood like a sentinel pillar above her patch, surrounded by the
dark and her strawberries. Sheriff Stone reached under his hat and
scratched his head as he tried to sore things out.
"Well this is killing me, Celeste Willets. Literally. But I gotta
take you down to the station."
"Thar's fine, Sheriff." Celeste picked up the small spade she
was using to fill in the hole and a few other tools and started down
the hill with Sheriff Stone.
"Could you do me a favor, Sheriff?" she asked as they walked.
"Yes, ma'am, what is it?"
"Could you send someone to look for Sally Firth? She ran off
through chat field over there after Janice left her. I can hear her
screams every so often on the wind."
The next morning Sheriff Stone and part-time Deputy Sil us
Marc exhumed Harrison Willets from this year's Fragaria Strawberry
Festival's "Best in County, Tarr 'n Tasty" strawberry patch. It was
a lengthy process in which the men took great care not to harm any
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more of the patch than was necessary. Harrison Willecs's body was
taken to the only morgue in the county, Jarkins Family Morgue,
where the county coroner, Ed Baker Senior, performed an autopsy.
Celeste Willets quietly waited in the jail cell of the Fragaria County
Sheriff's Office, saying only, "le will all turn our in the end."
The next morning, Mayor Masters and Sheriff Stone visited
Celeste Willets in her cell.
"Celeste," began Mayor Masters, "we have a positive ID on
the corpse. Ir is your husband, Harrison."
"I wasn't aware that his identity was in question," Celeste
said sweetly.
"We needed to be sure." Sheriff Stone looked uncomfortable. "We are crying not to jump to any conclusions. You know your
rights, but we would like to maybe hear your story, just so we can
get a clear picture. Literally."
"Please don't be so nervous, Sheriff. I'm glad to answer any
questions that you or the mayor might have. " After a moment's hesitation, the mayor asked the first question.
"How did your husband end up in your strawberry
patch, Celeste?"
"I buried him there."
"Did you kill him befo re burying him?" asked Sheriff Stone.
"No." There was another moment of silence, then Mayor
Masters spoke again.
"Did you bury him alive?"
"Heavens no, Mayor," laughed Celeste. "He was dead when
I buried him. If you can call simply filling up the hole burying. "
The mayor and the sheriff looked at one another choughrfully.
"I loved my husband ," Celeste said. "I miss him fiercely.
The only thing I have left of him is chat parch. He left m e chat
parch, and it was one of the most bea utiful acts a husband has ever
done for his wife."
"So you didn't kill him? " asked Mayor Masters.
"No, Mayor, I cell you I didn't kill him. I would give my
' Best in County, Tart ' n Tasty' title and all the strawberry patches in
the world to have him back. But chat can't be. However, Harrison
gave me the next best thing-the best strawberries in Eldricch."
"So what exactly did happen?" asked Sheriff Stone hesitantly.
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''I'll cell you." Celeste Willers then cold chem che story of
her Harrison. The story had begun the previous summer. Celeste
Willets had lost to Janice Blackwell for the twelfth year in a row,
and she had come home sad and defeated. Harrison had not attended
the festival chat year because he had just retired from the mine and
was suffering from cancer. He was a meek man, one who did not
trouble ochers with his problems, so he kept his illness a secret from
all bur Celeste. Harrison got up our of his chair with great effort,
rook Celeste in his arms, and suggested char she cry a new location
for next year's patch. They walked our in the back, past Celeste's
strawberry parch, all the way up on top of the hill behind their
house, and chose the spot. For the next two weeks, Harrison,
despite his condition, cleared the area and built a small white picker
fence around ic. When the work was done, Harrison told Celeste chat
he was going co go hunting as a break. This worried Celeste because he
was deteriorating faster than ever. Thar night he didn't come home.
The next morning Celeste climbed che hill to see if she could see
Harrison coming home, bur instead found him dead, lying in a
shallow grave char he had dug himself, in the middle of che fencedin square of dire. In his hands was an amendment to his last will
and testament instructing Celeste to fill che hole and plant che new
parch over him. In exchange, he promised co give her the best
strawberries in Eldritch .
As Celeste Willers finished her story, she had tears in her
eyes. She looked up at the mayor and che sheriff. "A better man there
never was. Even in death he was beautiful. When I'm in that patch
working, I'm with Harrison again. Within that liccle picker fence, I
have che same feeling I'd gee when he'd bring wild flowers back to
me from che fields, or when he'd sing to me when I was scared of che
howling night winds outside: things he did that told me that he
thought about me and cared for me. In che parch I have all chat back
again. I have him again."
Mayor Masters and Sheriff Stone stood silent. The phone was
ringing. Pare-time Deputy Silus Marc answered the phone, spoke for
a moment, and then cold che sheriff that he was wanted.
"Well, Celeste," Sheriff Scone started slowly. "You've given us
a lot to think about. With a litcle rime I hope we can sore chis our."
The two men excused themselves and left Celeste's cell.
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"That was one of the most touching stories I have ever
heard about a strawberry patch. Literally," Sheriff Stone said as they
slowly walked up to the front so he could get the phone. The man
on the phone was county coroner Ed Baker Senior reporting that
the autopsy was completed and requesting that the sheriff and the
mayor come right over to Jarkins Family Morgue.
In a small gathering held right over the draped form of
Harrison Willers's body, Ed Baker Senior admitted char he did nor
know the time of death, but he said that he did know the cause.
Ir wasn't murder, bur cancer. And in Harrison's shirt pocket, he
had found an amendment to his last will and testament carefully
preserved in a Ziploc bag. That was enough for Mayor Masters
and Sheriff Stone, and they were about to return to the jail to
release Celeste Willers when Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice
Blackwell called Jarkins Family Morgue for the fifth rime that day.
Mayor Masters cold her the whole story and said char they were
planning on releasing Celeste as soon as they got back to the
Fragaria County Sheriff's Office. The second Janice was furious
and would nor allow the mayor to get off the phone until he
promised that he would try to find some charges to bring against
Celeste Willers.
"All right, Janice, we'll look into it and see if we can find
something," said the mayor, and he hung up, defeated.
That evening Sheriff Stone knocked on the Blackwell residence door. Sally Firth answered, and it was visibly evident that she
had not been able to find shelter the previous night. "How are you
feeling, Sally? I heard you spent a rough night out in the fields.
Literally." When part-time Deputy Silus Marc had found Sally, she
was so mentally disheveled that she kept running and screaming and
wouldn't get in the car. In the end, he had to physically place her in
the cruiser.
"Yes," she said sweetly, "but I'm all together now. Please
come .111. "
She led him to the front room and he sat looking up at
Janice Blackwell's twelve roles of triumph. Janice entered and
urgently asked, "Is Celeste Willers still in jail?"
"No," said Sheriff Stone, "Bur let me explain . .. "
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"I knew it!" exploded Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice
Blackwell. "I knew you would do nothing! This town lost any spine
it ever had the day my mother died!"
"Quiet!" shouted the sheriff, standing up abruptly. The second Janice Blackwell sat fuming but silent.
"There are no charges we can bring against Celeste Willets,
because she hasn't done anything wrong. Let me tell you something:
there may be laws in other counties about how and where a person
can be buried, but Fragaria hasn't caught up to those places yet. In
Fragaria you can be buried in any fashion on any property that you
have legal control of There are, however, laws protecting last will
and testaments. Literally. Harrison Willets's last will and testament
states chat he wanted to be buried in that strawberry patch on the
hill behind Celeste's house. So that is where we are putting him
tomorrow morning."
"I can't believe chis." Janice Blackwell's daughter Janice
Blackwell growled through her teeth.
"Howeve r," the sheriff continued, "there has been a crime
committed. Right now I have both you and Sally for trespassing. "
Boch women sat up in their seats. The sheriff continued,
"B ut since the mayor knew about it and Celeste Willets is unwilling to press charges, this will have to go unprosecuted. Literally.
The mayor and I, after some consideration on your character,
Janice, tried to convince Celeste chat it would be in her best interest to file a restraining order against you, but again she was
unwilling. So, lee me say chis. I better not hear of or see either of
yo u near Celeste Willets ever again, or there will be prosecution.
Li cerally."
With that Sheriff Stone stood up and left the Blackwell
house. Boch women stayed seated in their chairs, completely
shocked. Finally, Sally Firth broke the silence with, "Well, I never! "
Celeste watched as Sheriff Stone and part-time Deputy Silas
Marc unloaded Harrison Willecs's body from the back of the sheriff's truck and laid it in the hole from which he had been exhumed.
While Celeste was in the county jailhouse, Miguel and che two
Jorges had come and tended her strawberry patches. They had
cleaned up and squared off the edges of the hole, so, despite its
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shallowness, it did resemble a grave. With Harrison in the grave, the
sheriff and deputy took off their hats.
"It seems char something should be said right now." Sheriff
Stone spoke reverently.
"There's no need for chat, Sheriff," said Celeste. "He's said so
much in death I don't chink anyone can improve on it."
The rwo men put their hats back on, filled the hole, and
quietly left. The entire time they were putting Harrison Willets
back into the ground Celeste srood outside of the little white picket
fence. She watched the men leave and did not move until their
truck was our of sight and most of the dust it had kicked up along
the country road had settled. She walked to the gate, paused, and
looked down the road again at the corner where the truck disappeared. Now, finally alone, she entered the gate and began tending
her parch.
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Flying to Phoenix
Christine Bird
Locking the door on winter,
I journey pale,
hoping my arrival will coincide with yours.
Below me mountains wrap the valley
like a mother's arms.
At cruising speed,
I consider ratios: arc and length, weight and drag,
the physics of flight. Miracles
lost in clouds of everyday indifferenceA pilot's voice interrupts my thoughts warning of turbulence.
I try to imagine him in the dim cockpit
carefully gauging this passage.
I try to imagine you.
Grounded,
I pass from airport into desert sun
and blink until my eyes catch up
to emerald cuts of winter grass,
glossy oranges
half hidden in thick, citrus leaves,
bright as parrots.
Spring.
I am here to study you,
child of my child,
to remember the substance of first hours,
to hold the sweet weight of your smallness,
to see me m your eyes
unfocused.
Prev iously Puhlishcd in 7(,r River Poetry.
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Robert Draper, Jr. and Sr.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Sara Blaisdell
My own father slouches up to my apartment door
And asks me to dinner at Jake's Grill,
Says he wants to be friends.
We get to Jake'sThe waitresses are rushing around in ponytails and ties.
My father fingers the sugar packets.
He sips at his wine as if it's the first alcohol he's tasted all day.
It might be true.
He breaches lines at me about my baseball games, my sister's
Communion,
All the things he's lost and wants to find.
The past shouldn't matter. Things happen.
He loves us now, "more than ever,"
Wants to apologize to "our mother,"
Wanes to pay the debt he's sort of acquired.
There's a special place (he holds his heart), a special place for her,
for us.
I have to get up and walk home, and leave him there scaring
At the ugly rare meat, at the wine,
Ar the sugar packs he smooths with the flats of his thumbs.
The messages, when I get home, are all from him,
On his cell phone.
Breathing, hanging up, breathing with a sickness I can't name.
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reeway Entrance 275. My great-grandmother Marjorie once
wrote a short autobiography. After publishing and distributing
the blue-bound book which now lies on the seat beside me,
Marjorie, at age ninety-three, reclaimed every copy from the family.
Several pages were cut out of each book when she gave them back to
us. Her conscience apparently got the better of her. I didn't know
about it at the time, though; I was only three years old.

F

Exit 263. Curious, I asked Grandma Kay last year about the book
and the peculiar missing passage. Her crying made me feel uncomfortable. In fact, I didn't recall ever seeing her cry before. I never
should have asked, 1 thought, as I changed lanes and accelerated.

Exit 256. I was amazed at how easily I discovered the inconsistency
once I reexamined the pedigree chart. The dates overlapped, just like
Grandma Kay through her tears said they would. Had I not spoken
with Grandma, I could easily have attributed the strange split in the
family tree to death, or divorce followed by remarriage. However,
knowing what Grandma knew, the overlap in dates told the story
long before Marjorie cut up her book.
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Exit 248. Orem, Provo, Springville, Spanish Fork, Salem-as I
drove, they all ran together, making it difficult for me to decipher
where one stops and another begins. Santaquin, however, marks a
break in the chain. Between Santaquin and Salt Creek lie only the
farming community of Mona and a single cluster of peculiar houses.
The group caught my attention because its compound-like arrangement typifies polygamous colonies throughout the state. I had driven
by the colony dozens of times before, but I never realized the
important role these people once played in my family's heritage. I
wondered if genuine polygamists still lived in the communes just off
the freeway or if time had lefr them behind.
The family history goes something like this: My greatgreat-great grandmother, Martha Hannah Peake, a widow with six
children and a true pioneer, traveled to the West from Derby,
England, in 1862. She remarried and homesteaded in Salt Creek,
Juab County, Utah, where she raised her surviving children into
adulthood. Her daughter, Emily Ann, married Addison Cooper and
began the process again-homesteading and raising her own children,
Eliza, Linda, and Marjorie. Marjorie would raise Kay, who raised my
father, who raised me.
Marjorie described her childhood as fulfilling and carefree.
School days, community theater, and family picnics all pointed
toward a happy and well-adjusted family life. Hard times, however,
forced her father, Addison, to move to Canada in search of prosperity
and stability in the canal construction business. He did not return.

Exit 236. Mormons love gossip as much as anybody else, though
they deny it. Apparently, that's always been the case. Years after
Addison left Emily Ann for the new frontier, word from Canada
reached Salt Creek like a steady wave across Lake Bonneville's
desert floor. Whispers filled the rown and eventually reached
Emily Ann's ears-Addison had been spotted in the Mormon
colonies of Alberta introducing himself and another woman as
husband and wife. While others justified his actions as polygamy,
his daughter, Marjorie, screamed bigamy when she eventually
decoded his disappearance.
Three years after her father's departure, Marjorie asked her
mother why her father never visited. Her uncle, Addison's brother,
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regularly returned from Alberta to visit his family, but Addison never
even wrote. Emily Ann avoided Marjorie's questions but reluctantly
replied several days later that her husband was "living in Canada
with a woman whom he [had] introduced as his wife." I remembered the words she wrote in her journal.
I thought for a second she must be joking but when
I saw her face full of anguish, I realized she spoke the
truth. Suddenly my fairyland disappeared. I found
that the idol of my girlhood had clay feet. I sobbed
in grief. Mother looked at me with pity and said that
she had kept this from me for this long time because
she realized what a blow it would be to me to learn
that my father, who had been so loving, so considerate, thoughtful, and compassionate all these years,
had left all chis behind him, had deserted his family
and gone off to live with another woman.
"This can't be. He would not do such a thing. Would he?"
Marjorie had cried. Emily Ann had placed the Doctrine and
Covenants into Marjorie's hands and opened the book to Section 132.
As she read the Mormon doctrine of polygamy, Marjorie felt the
walls of her world collapse around her: "That my father had justified
what he had done by the words I had just read was unbelievable, but
apparently such was the case. If my father had died I could not have
gone into deeper mourning."
After the discovery, Emily Ann had difficulty leaving the
house. Following her husband's abandonment and marriage to
the woman in the North, Emily Ann lost her daughter and best
friend, Eliza, to death. The death of both her marriage and daughter proved too much for Emily Ann to bear. Within six months, she
died in the home at 100 East and Main Street in Salt Creek.

Exit 228. The short section of I-15 that runs through Salt Creek is
the most neglected of the entire route. The road has buckled in
several places, and has been that way for years. No one fixes it
because most federal funding is directed to the roads that run
through the valleys in northern Utah. They're major arteries, they
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say. It makes driving to Salt Creek somewhat uncomfortable, but it's
worth the sacrifice. I moved into the right lane and slowed down.
Since discovering Marjorie's tragic history, I longed to determine the morality of Addison's act, an act deemed heinous and
tarnishing by Marjorie, bleak and distressing by Emi ly Ann. I
desired to understand his desertion and, more importantly, how his
abandonment affected me. l needed to know if the fire set in
Marjorie's heart still burned. I wanted to connect with them, to
understand my family's history and my place therein.
Exit 225. My black Mazda leveled off at the lip of the Bonneville
shoreline, which traced the rim around a series of valleys that once
contained the ancient sea. Two mountains face each other at either
end of Utah Valley, separated by the empty seabed. Mount Nebo,
standing at the south end of the valley, owes its name to the
Mormon pioneers who relocated to Nephi. To the first seeders, this
spot represented the point from which they viewed their Promised
Land, and, looming over Juab County, the mountain served as an
omnipresent reminder of their wild wanderings. Mt. Nebo is simple
and understated, boasting neither unusual formations nor distinct
characteristics.
Mt. Timpanogos sits at the north end of th e valley. It provides a majestic and Himalayan backdrop to Utah County. Plunging
cliffs, undulating foothills, and arrogant peaks render the mountain
spectacular at any angle. From the valley below, most are hard
pressed to identify Mt. Nebo, but none can mistake Mc.
Timpanogos. It's odd that Mt. Nebo is almost forgotten, because
even though the mountain is nondescript, it stands 128 feet taller
than Mt. Timpanogos. For most, time had left Mc. Nebo behind.
Despite the differences in the mountains' aesthetic appeal,
Marjorie loved Mt. Nebo. She described it as the center of her
world, noting, "everything was below, behind, on top of, or down
from chat center point." She never forgot the mountain, nor the fact
that it would always be 128 feet caller than its competitor to the north.
100 East and Main Street. Finding the home was easier than I
expected. "Near Main Street, next to Salt Creek, it's a two story
adobe house. There are some apartments across the street," my
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father told me before my departure. Beneath two imposing Box
Elder trees, the symmetrical home exemplified quintessential frontier quaintness and practicality. Whitewashed, the home's facade
stood defiant after 130 years, its black pitch roof fading in to the
trees' shade. The oddly proportioned windows on each level were
trimmed with green shudders, each with a heart cut from the center,
revealing the white adobe wall beneath. Someone had renovated the
home, adding a cliche wagon wheel to the front yard. I didn't like it.
As I examined the home from the front yard, I imagined
Marjorie playing in the tall grass with her father and never suspecting
the intent of his heart. I envisioned a father's departure, a daughter's
confusion, and a mother's secret. I pictured the room that Emily
Ann had locked herself in, its shutters closed, the setting sun casting
heart-shaped projections on the wall. I decided on the top-left bedroom as Emily Ann's terminal asylum.
The home faced west, away from the mountains. A woodslat fence circumscribed it on three sides, the north bordered by Salt
Creek. The small creek flowed from the canyon through the town,
lined on either side by heavy willow trees with branches that
dragged in the swiftly moving water. Salt Creek's water, as the name
suggests, contains a high concentration of salt due to the large
deposits in the nearby canyon. The Nebo Salt Company once
mined here, but the Island Crystal Salt Company on the shores of
the Great Salt Lake to the north proved more successful in price
warfare. Of the company, Marjorie wrote, "a competitive society
can easily wreck havoc on the little man who may have a better
product to sell." The competition drove the operation under and
the owners abandoned the mine, leaving only a faint residue in the
runoff that feeds the creek and gives the scream its name.
I leaned over the muddy bank, reached through the dense
willow trees, and dipped my finger into the water to taste it. I imagined the water growing saltier as it passed by Emily Ann's bedroom,
supplemented with the tears of the weeping willows and the
widowed wife.
While Emily Ann consigned herself to sackcloth and ashes,
Marjorie grew belligerent. She refused to communicate with her
father for several years after the death of her mother.
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Father came from Cardston to attend the funeral.
His first view of mother as she lay in the casket was
so overpowering that he was swallowed up in his
grief. 'How she must have suffered,' he sobbed. I
thought, how little you know the mental anguish she
suffered. To her was added the physical suffering.
When these two kinds combine only Christ on the
cross knew the full extent of what the body can tolerate before death comes to bring blessed relief.
Thinking of these words, I tried to hate the man who left my
great-grandmother for the woman in the North. I attempted to
blame him for Emily Ann's death and for the life-long bitterness that
Marjorie carried in her heart, despite their later reconciliation.
Staring at the white adobe house on Salt Creek with the blue-bound
autobiography in hand, I searched to find my place in the pages of
familial anger; but instead of feeling hatred, blame, and bitterness, I
felt nothing. I couldn't understand why Addison would leave his
perfect family, or why Emily Ann would mourn the loss of a man
that she was probably better off without. I didn't understand how
Marjorie, at age ninety-three, could still harbor feelings strong
enough to merit their removal from the family annals. I thought
that in traveling to Salt Creek I would condemn Addison, protect
Emily Ann, and justify Marjorie, but I accomplished none of my
objectives. I set out to understand my ancestors, but I couldn't
understand chem at all. I didn't feel what I knew they felt. Confused,
I stared at the top-left window, visualizing heart-shaped projections
on whitewashed walls, when something occurred to me.
The feelings I sought didn't exist. My great-grandmother,
Marjorie, had cut chem out with her scissors.
Scaring at the window I imagined to be Emily Ann's, I understood why I felt sorrow for Marjorie and her mother, but
I realized I held no personal vendetta. Marjorie herself decided co end
that at age ninety-three with the recall of her book. I would never feel
how they felt, understand their struggles, or fully appreciate their
grief. Addison's actions were unquestionably wrong, but I'll never
understand just how wrong. Marjorie wanted it chat way. How arrogant I was to think chat in one trip I could settle the family secret.
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As the sun sank over the west desert, I knew it was time for
me to abandon Salt Creek. I climbed into my car and headed back
towards the interstate, speeding.

Mile 244.4. Utah/Juab County Line. Marjorie loved music, and
she'd often sing and hum old favorites: ''An old gramophone song, "
she wrote in her history, "embedded itself in my memory years ago."
Oh, you don't know how much you have to know
In order to know how little you know.
Never say, or think you know it all,
Look and listen, be wise, keep mum.
The fool, as you know, always says, "I told you so"
But the wise just surmise, and you never hear them blow.
Oh, you don't know how much you have to know
In order to know how little you know.
Heading north towards Mt. Timpanogos, I sang Marjorie's
ditty to myself the entire ride home.

650 North 100 East. Home. I pulled into my driveway and
removed Marjorie's book from the seat next to me. As I placed the
book back on the shelf with the other volumes of family history, I
wondered what other books might have passages removed and memories unwritten. I smiled because I knew that I'd never know.
Traveling a neglected stretch oflnterstate 15, standing in the shadow
of forgotten Mt. Nebo, and tasting the cool waters of an abandoned
salt mine, I had found what little I actually knew about my neglected,
forgotten, and abandoned foremothers.
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El Mago Learns to Fly
For Eduardo Gonzalez-Viana
Heather B. Moore

He weaves stories from shadows of women, from corn (the flesh
of Mayan gods) from sudden roses and a pueblo in Peru
on the ocean's edge, where the people still wake up and walk
co church through starlit streets. A trickster cells the truth,
but cells it slant. Spanish incantations make me forger
breaching is boring and blood beats without meaning to.
We are rich. Un drboL de oro, yes nuestro.
Not just a golden tree, but a sky
blushing at our indiscretion. How could we
walk so far through crackling leaves
along a trickling creek waiting for winter's rain
and not know our ancestors
are speaking to us? How could we
come across a burning bush and nor listen?
We walk through fields so green, I chink it's spring,
even though December's first wind roughs up the river,
rustles through ruddy blueberry fields and bare hazelnut orchards,
combs climbing vineyards and rows of Christmas trees,
and finally crests the fir-fringed hills,
catching us full in the face: despertaos,

vivid, amad, bailad, volad, os doy Las alas. ...
As we rise through the clouds, he'll die
content just holding my hand.
I'll guide him to his house full of windows
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and we'll watch the river turn silver miles below
and volcanoes erupt with fresh snow
and the ocean burst itself a billion times
against basalt-black cliffs, carving out a new cave.
Someone will have to make a treasure map.
Someone will have to tell a story.
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Remembering Addresses
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Erika Dahl Price

hen he first saw her, he said, "Hello, pake wahini." When he
wrote her a poem, he said, "You are like a mountain-the
farther away you are, the better you look." When she gave birth to
their first, he said, "Now that didn't look so bad." When the
moment called for profanity, he said, "Equine escrete!" When he
moved their family to a house with no plumbing, he said, "But the
rent is free and I can fix it; just need a few cools." When he handed
her his dissertation to type, it said lots of things she didn't understand. When the litclesr clung to his leg, whimpering on the porch ,
and asked, "Is she ever coming back?" as she slammed the door and
drove away, he said, "I hope so." When she said she had felt alone
for years, he said, 'Tm so sorry, forgive me." On Thursday mornings
he winked at her and said, "I'll be home for lunch." When she sec
the meal, he said the prayer. When the sixteen-year-old daughter
sassed her, he said, "You'd look pretty funny walking around with
your buttocks between your shoulder blades .... " When the kids left
home, he said, "Now we can go on chat vacation. " When she begged
to move out West, he said, "If it would make you happy." When the
stroke hie in the backyard, he said, "Thar was the strangest thing. "
When he saw the loose screw, he said, "Will you bring me the
whatchamacallit?" When she asked him if he remembered his
address, he said, "Of course I remember. It's the same as yours. "
When he sat on the evening porch with her, he said, 'Tm not the
same as I used to be." When she asked how he did it, he said, "I just
took the bull by the hand ... " When he bowed his head for the
supper prayer, he said, "And we're glad for all these good people.

W
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Please bless these good people. And we're happy to have all these
good people ... " When the doctor said he had Alzheimer's, he said,
"Damn." When he wanted a spoon, he said, "I need a fork. " When
he soiled himself, he said, "Did I do something wrong?" When he
wanted the television off, he said, "Um. Tsk. Huh. There. There!"
When she asked him if he was hungry, he said, "Yum, yum, yum,
yum, yum." When she asked which kind he wanted, he shook his
head, as if to say, "No. No, thank you." When she hung his cloches
in his new closet, he cried. When she visited him in the afternoons,
she turned his face toward hers, cupped his soft, quiet hands like a
bird, and spoke for the two of them.
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Small Town
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Matthew Kennington

Depends on what you mean by smallHolsteins stand like punctuation in a field;
a car passes the church and turns up Creamery Lane.
It could be a matchbox car, a toy cow swishing its tail,
moved by a boy on his knees in go-to-meeting clothesthe way things move in a small town, one or two at a time,
like God only has two hands.
While the deacons bowed over the sacrament,
we slipped away-first her, then me-ducking behind
the softball bleachers until the car had passed,
then over the trestle beyond the slough, my tie stuffed in my pocket.
We walked the tracks, which slowed us down a bit,
but once or twice she touched my shoulder to keep from falling.
This was the summer before I left.
This was back when evenings lay like rye grass
under the endless chock-chocking of a sprinkler line,
and it seemed from the way the swallows dove and roseno matter what
they said in church, there could never have been a Beginning.
At an overpass the highway crossed the tracks. Half-way up
the concrete bank we sat and slathered bug dope-me wishing
for some small part of her she couldn't quite reach-digging
in our heels to keep from sliding down that rough slope
while overhead the big rigs jarred our separate bones.
Across the river I could see the whole spire, imagine most
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of our families sitting in abbreviated rows. Clouds of insects
shuddered and spun above the joint grass and the biting smell of
June.
"Are you cold?" I shouted.
She smiledpointed one slim finger up and shruggedleaned back against the white cement and scared
at where the birds had tried co caulk the casement.
An eighteen-wheeler sent a swallow tumbling from its nest
to dive and swoop and disappear. I wanted to ask her
something-I couldn't think what. Even the quiet
was all echoes and buzz, like at the school where we danced
right in front of the amps-not an inch where we could be alone.
No town is so small you can get all the way outside.
They say a safe place in a hurricane is under a highway.
Lying on the concrete, looking up at those great white ribs,
I knew there was not a place on earth to hide. When I turned,
her mouth was saying something lost forever in the roar of a semi
speeding down 1-80 from San Francisco all the way to Boston.
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Daddy's Girl
- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - Benjamin Christensen

One of the Boys
Daddy, you mind I come in?
I no like interrupt when you writing, but I get one problem.
I in love with my best friend.
No, Daddy, no worries, I not talking about one girl. You
know I not like that-I like boys, no worry.
I talking about Kenny. You know, Kenny Thompson, the one
my best friend since second grade? He real nice and, ho, the handsome! Even more handsome than you, Daddy. Nah, just joke. No
one handsome as you. But Kenny come close. He hapa, just like
you-get one haole father and one Hawaiian mother. He get the
light brown eyes, and the wavy surfer blond hair; he not too light,
and not too dark, but just right. Just like you, Daddy.
Lately, every time I see him, I like wrap his arms around me
and stay like that forever. But no can .
Kenny no even think of me as one girl. "Faye, you good fun
for hang out with, 'cause you just like one of the boys," he tell me.
Ho, I no like be one of the boys; I like be one girl! I like be his girl!
But no can, Daddy. Kenny no like me like I like him.
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Tita
I know what they all think of me. They think I one tita. When
I was little, they call me tomboy. Now they call me tita. Different
words, same difference.
I not one tita, though, Daddy. Just 'cause my best friend one
boy, and I no like hang with girls. Just 'cause I good at sports, and I
go beach with the boys for surf. Just 'cause I no like paint my face
like one prostitute, and I no like dress like one neither, and I no giggle
and act all girly-girly like, "Oh, Kenny, you can help me tie my
shoes, 'cause I one girl and I too stupid for do 'um myself?"
I one normal girl-I like talk story on the phone, I like read
girl books, I like boys, I like all that stuff, too.
Today in drama class, we was picking parts for our end-ofthe-year play we going put on, and of course Kenny get picked for
be the big manly hero. So then we need pick who going play the
girlfriend, the damsel in distress. So I tell Miss Kawamura, "I like
audition for the part."
Then everybody laughing, and Keala Mooney yell out, "You
no can be the damsel in distress, Faye. No one going believe that
you never wen' beat up the bad guy yourself!" And everyone laugh
more. I so mad, I like punch him in the face, but I know Keala and
Kenny friends so I hold back.
Of course, Kristal Mizoguchi wen' get the part-the ditsy
cheerleader. The only good thing is I going be the wicked witch and
I going put one spell on that littleOh, try wait, Daddy. I think I hear Tutu yelling at me. No
wonder Mommy so grumpy, after that lady raise her all her life. I
would be too.

Cheerleaders
Last night I wen' the Kaiser-Kahuku game with Kenny.
Good fun. Even look like we get one chance first quarter. Second
quarter different story. Our guys no can compete with those big
Kahuku guys. Still good fun, though.
Except these stupid titas from Kahuku was sitting right
next to us and talking stink the whole time. "Ho, Gina," one says
to the other, "why we even bother come all the way down here?
Waste time. All these spoiled rich Kaiser kids ... every last one of
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them haole or Japanee. Act like they own island when they not
even Hawaiian."
"Yeah," the other one says, "we know we going win the
game, anyway."
What they know? Just 'cause I go Kaiser, no mean I rich. No
mean I haole or Japanee. They don't know I live in one beat-up old
house on Aipo Street. (Sorry, Daddy, I know it not your fault-I
know you try for sell more books so we can have one better life. I no
care we poor. I just no like people think we rich when we not.) They
don't know I Chinee-Hawaiian, not Japanee. (Okay, maybe I part
haole, but mostly Chinee-Hawaiian.) And why it matter so much if
you Chinee or Japanee or Portagee or Hawaiian, anyway? All the
same thing.
They make me so mad! I like bust their face, but instead I
turn to Kenny so he can tell them off, 'cause he look more Hawaiian
than I do, so they can see we get Hawaiians at Kaiser, too. So I tap
his shoulder and ask, "Eh, Kenny, try tell those two girls for shut up.
I sick of them acting all high maka maka just 'cause they-"
But he not even paying attention to me. He never even hear
those girls talking, 'cause he staring at the cheerleaders the whole
time, like one zombie. I know which one he staring at-he staring
at that bimbo, Kristal Mizoguchi.
Why he gotta look at her for?

Daddy's Girl
Every time I talk about you with Kenny-guys, Daddy, afterwards they always whispering and laughing and looking at me, like
I don't know they making fun of me. I know what they think-they
think I one daddy's girl, like I need for ask you about every little
thing I do.
I no care, though. They can think what they like; I proud of
you, Daddy. I proud you one writer. I proud you still give me hugs
and kiss my forehead everyday, even though I sixteen years old. I
lucky for have you, and I know it. Plenty kids no can talk with their
parents like I talk with you. Heck, I no can even talk with Mommy
like I talk with you. You the best, Daddy.
Let them think I one daddy's girl. I no shame.
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Shame
I so shame, Daddy. I never felt so shame before.
I decide if Kenny like cheerleaders so much, I going try
out for the squad for next year. How hard can be, yeah? I mean, I
been on track before; I done hurdles and high jump and all that.
Same thing.
First we had for put on this little costume. I look like SheHulk in that thing, Daddy, with my arm and shoulder muscles all
popping out. All the other girls, they all cute and skinny, and I get
man shoulders. I so ugly.
Then, we had for do splits like that. No problem-I know
how for stretch.
The whole time, Kristal Mizoguchi acting all cool 'cause she
already on the squad and keep on giving me stink eye and then looking at her little friends and giggling. She make me sick.
After that, they teach us one dance routine, you know the
kind they do on drill teams, and we had for show we can do 'um. I no
can dance, Daddy. I no more rhythm. Must be the haole part of me.
And every time I take one step, Kristal and her friends go
"Boom! Boom!" like I Godzilla. I so shame.
The last part the worst. We had for run across the gym and
do one flip. So I running, I flip over on my hands, and thenWhack! Flat on my back. My okole hurt so bad! And then, like I no
shame enough already, while I getting up I hear one loud rip 'cause
the back of my shirt wen' rip right in half. Like I said, my shoulders
too big for that uniform.
I so shame. For sure Kristal going tell Kenny all about it.
Ever since we start practicing for the play, Kenny and Kristal all
buddy-buddy. Make me sick.
Acting
I was right. Kristal wen' tell Kenny the whole story, with me
landing on my okole and everything. I thought he was going laugh at
me, but instead he stay all mad, like he shame of me or something.
"Ho, Faye, why you wen' try out for cheerleading?" he wen'
ask me today during lunch. "What you trying for prove?"
"What?" I cell him. "I no trying prove nothing, stupid. Maybe
I cry out 'cause I like be one cheerleader, you ever chink of chat?"
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"Yeah, right. Since when you like be one cheerleader? Stop
acting, Faye. Why you cannot just be yourself?"
'Cause you no like me when I myself, I like say, but I never.
Instead, I stand up and yell at his face, "You so bakatare, Kenny! Just
mind you own business!"
I so mad, I wen' leave the table without even finishing my
lunch. The whole cafeteria all staring at me, so all I like do is get out
of there quick as possible.
While I was leaving, Kristal wen' sit down next to Kenny
and I hear her ask him, "Ho, what's her problem?"

Stink Eye
I dunno what Mommy's problem is. Every time I come out
of here after talking to you, she give me stink eye, like I doing something bad or something. She probably no like me bother you when
you writing, since she know how hard you work in here. But you no
care, ah, Daddy? You can spare a few minutes every day for spend
some quality time with your daughter, yeah?

Magic Balls
I cannot wait for our play to start, Daddy. Going be so good.
Hilarious, Daddy. I no even care anymore that stupid Kristal stay in
the lead role as Kenny's girlfriend. No matter.
Kenny the one wrote the play for us. Get this surfer guy named
Kimo (Kenny going play him), and this witch, Broomhilda (that's
me). She no like him, so she kidnap his girlfriend, Jenny (Kristal
going be her). Anyways, for rescue his girlfriend, Kimo gots to collect these five magic balls-get one disco ball, one beach ball, one
football, one crystal ball, and one gumball. Then when he get all five
balls, he can trap the witch and get his girlfriend back.
Pretty cool, yeah? Kenny so good at writing. Almost as good
as you, Daddy. Almost.

Sandy's
Today I wen' with Kenny-guys to Sandy's for surf The waves
so big, Daddy, you should have been there.
Kenny pretty good surfer, but the other guys only okay. I
keep telling chem one day you going come with us for show them
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how for surf for reals. So when you like come with us, Daddy? I
know you like get away from that dusty typewriter sometime.

Hot
Today I wore my new dress for Kenny. I never wore one dress
like this before, but I figure I need be more girly-can be one
tomboy when you twelve, but not when you sixteen. So I wen' buy
chis little red dress with matching sandals and purse and everything.
I even put on makeup. Ho, I so shame, but I like impress Kenny, so
no matter how shame I feel.
So I walk into first period and the guys is all whistling and
scaring, and Lonnie Williams yells out, "Ho, wow, I never knew Faye
Nguyen had one hot sister!" He wen' call me hot, Daddy! No one
ever call me hot before.
Then, Keone Kaawa gets up from his chair and says to me,
"Please, Ms. Nguyen, take my seat."
"No," says Johnny Matsuo, "cake mine."
And like three other football players all stand up and offer
me their seats. Yeah, they was joking around, but still .... Daddy,
these the most popular guys in the whole school-usually, they no
even notice I one girl.
Then, Kristal Mizoguchi wen' open up h er big mouth and
ruin it all. "Wow, Faye, nice dress. Where you bought ' um, the Big
& Tall store?"
Everyone forget they was being nice to me just two seconds
before, and now they all cracking up like chat the funniest thing they
ever heard. I so mad, I no can even chink of what for say. I just stay
there, staring at her, like one tree.
"Well," she says, twirling her finger in her bleached-orange
hair, "now you ready for start working on Hotel Street tonight, yeah?"
Yeah, well, I no like steal your customers, so come show me
which corner is yours, I should've said, but I never. I just stay there,
smoke coming out my ears, making fool in front of the whole class.
And the worst part is, Kenny never say one word in my
defense. That ditz, Kristal, rubbing my face in the mud, and my supposed best friend-what he doing? He in la-la land, gazing off into
space, like I no even exist. I dunno what his problem is. Lately, he
act like he shame for be my friend. Jerk.
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My Ex-Friend, Kenny Thompson
I no even like him no more. Today after school I wen' talk to
him about yesterday.
"I thought you was my friend, Kenny."
He look like he going act like he don't know what I talking
about, but then he must've seen that I was serious. "Yeah, well I
thought you was Faye Nguyen, but lately I cannot even cell who you
are. Who you crying to impress, anyway?"
Him, but I not going cell him chat. "You no even know what
you talking about. I not crying to impress anyone. I just like cry new
things. You got a problem with chat?"
"Yeah, right, Faye. I known you since we was kids. You
never wore one dress in your life, even when your mom try put 'um
on you herself."
"What? You no can accept that I can change? You not going
be my friend now, just 'cause I not the same tita girl you play baseball with when you was ten?"
"No, Faye, I not going be your friend until you stop acting
and be yourself."
I no can believe him, Daddy! When I myself I not girly
enough for him, and when I try be girly he cell me be myself. "Forget
you, Kenny. I no going waste my time on you."
And then I goes to walk home, 'cause he my ride. Guess I
going be walking home a lot now.

Friends
I still see Kenny a couple times a day in class, but chat's it.
We hardly even talk anymore.
I wearing girl-cloches now. I figure, I wen' spend buku bucks
on all chem dresses and skirts and cute outfits, I better wear 'um . It's
not as bad as I always thought it would be. Plenty guys look at me
all the time now. Being little bit girly not bad at all.
Kenny was wrong-I still myself. I still play sports, I still go
surf, all chat. I just like make myself pretty every morning. Nothing
wrong with chat.
Only problem is now I no more friends. All my friends the
guys me and Kenny hang out with, but since me and Kenny no hang
out, I no hang out with chem either. I try making friends with chis
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one girl, Kalani Perez, but we no get nothing in common. I dunno
how for make friends-Kenny the one good at that.
I wish I could talk to him, ask him what for do. I miss him,
Daddy. What you think I should do?

The Kiss
Before the play, I feeling bad 'cause you couldn't be there,
but now I glad you never came. I glad you never see the disaster I
wen' make.
Everything going good until the end part, when Kimo craps
Broomhilda with the five magic balls and rescues Jenny. I supposed
to be frozen, 'cause I trapped by the magic balls, and then Kimo and
Jenny kiss. Only supposed to be one fake kiss, 'cause we not allowed
kiss for real in school plays, but when Kristal putting her face up
close to Kenny's, I can cell she going kiss him for real. I can't just
watch her kiss him, Daddy.
I go crazy. Right there, in front the whole school and everyone's parents, I wen' charge across the stage and right into Kristal.
Only she and Kenny at the front of the stage, so when I push her she
wen' fly off the stage and down into the band. She wen' land right
on top the trombone player. Lucky he chubby, 'cause he wen'
cushion her fall.
"What are you doing, you witch?!" she yell up at me. (Not
exactly in chose words, but I no going repeat what she really say in
front of you.)
Me and Kenny, we both in shock. But for once in my life, I
no freeze up. I knew I goes to cover up, for save face. I no like ruin
the whole play.
"You don't want her, Kimo," I say, making the lines up as
I go and talking loud so the audience can hear. ''I'm sorry I put a
spell on her and forced you to find all those magic balls, but the
truth is, I love you, Kimo. Kiss me, you fool." And then I wrap
my hands around his head, pull him in close, and kiss him. For
real. I know he only let me 'cause he never knew what else for
do, with the whole world watching, but still, not too bad for my
first kiss.
At first, the audience kind of confused. But then someone
decide the whole thing one big joke and start laughing. Slowly
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everyone wen' join in. Laughter and applause come from everywhere, and then they close the curtains on us.
Kenny wen' push me away, and for a second I think he going
smile, but then his eyes turn angry. "I cannot believe you, Faye. I
cannot believe you." He wen' stare into my eyes like he looking for
something, then he spin around and stomp off the stage.
And that was that. I think I screwed up-big time.

Honest
"I sorry, Kenny. I so sorry." I finally got one chance for talk
to him today before water polo practice.
"I not the one you need to tell that to, Faye. Try tell Kristal
you sorry. She the one you wen' shove off the stage."
"Oh, you poor little girlfriend. She never broke anything, so-"
"She not my girlfriend, Faye. You know she not."
"Yeah? Could've fooled me!"
Kenny takes one deep breath and looks down at his stomach
like he always do when he trying keep from saying something he
going regret later. "Faye," he says slowly, still looking down, "this
isn't about me and Kristal. This about you and me."
"There is no you and me," I blurt out. "I no good enough
for you!"
"Where you get this crap, Faye? You watching soap operas
now, or what? What you want from me?" Now he looking me
straight in the eyes.
I no can handle anymore. My eyes getting all watery and get
boogers dripping our my nose. I never cry like this before. "I want
you feel for me like I feel for you. I want you be my boyfriend." I so
shame. I cannot even look at him.
Kenny wen' put one hand on my shoulder and say something I never expect. "You no even know what you want, Faye. You
no want me be you boyfriend, you want me be you father."
"What?"
"Ever since we was little, Faye, you always act like I you
father-you like me protect you, cell you what for do, cake care of
you. You always trying get my approval, whether you playing the
spores I like, or dressing up like you think I like, or whatever." He
put his hand on my chin and lift my face to look at him. "I only
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sixteen; I cannot handle you depending on me like that. I sorry you
no more one father, Faye, but I cannot be all that."
I push his hand away from my face. "What you talking
about? I no need you be my father. I get one father. You
talking bubbles, Kenny."
"Whatevers, Faye. You the one talking bubbles. You been
talking bubbles ever since I knew you-you act like your father
still alive."
"Shut up! Just shut up! "
''And surprise, surprise, everything about this imaginary
father you always talking about is just like me-he one writer, just
like me; he one swimmer, just like me; he one surfer, just like me.
He even hapa, just like me. How come you get one Vietnamese last
name if your father half haole and half Hawaiian, Faye? How you
explain that?"
I no can explain it. I like tell Kenny he wrong, but no can.
"My daddy really was a writer" is all I can say.
"Faye, I love you. I love you since the second grade. And I
no mean that like when one guy tell his girlfriend he love her one week
and the next week he get new girlfriend. I mean it for real. I dunno
if I even love you like one girlfriend, but I willing to talk about
that, if you willing to be honest. Honest with me, and honest with
yourself. Let me know when you ready for do that. "
He pulls me close to him and we hug. I like stay in his arms
forever, but then he says goodbye and leave me there, alone outside
the swimming pool.
I think I always knew what Kenny wen' tell me. I always
knew that I was talking to an empty chair in front of a dusty typewriter that no one even used for twelve years now. I knew you wasn't
real, Daddy, but I wanted so much for you to be real.
But I have to be honest with myself now. I no can pretend
you real when I know you not. I just wanted to come talk with you
one last time, Daddy, for tell you goodbye. Thanks for listening to
me. I going miss you. I love you, Daddy.
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Ayala
Erica Taylor
Oralia said no more jalapefios
jalapefios are bad luck
you need all che luck
you can gee
sixteen and pregnant
she said chat
I was lucky
sixteen and pregnant
was her mother
her grandmother
destined co be her sisters coo
she said her family is about tradition
Oralia pierced che baby's
ears ac six weeks
with ice and a needle
like her mother did
her grandmother did
che baby cried
I cried
Oralia said
ic would toughen her up
she had cried coo
once
Oralia named her Belen
Spanish for Bethlehem
she said good names
make good children
she said Oralia
was tradition
was her mother
was her grandmother
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Four Praises
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - James B. Dewey

I.
JESUS
mestizo
illegal alien in Egypt
blue-collar worker in Nazareth
sabbath-breaker
moonshiner
witch doctor
grave robber
hobo
heretic
ran around with the wrong crowd:
fishers, freaks, the IRS
pressed like an olive
whipped like a crook
pegged on a post

MYGOD
II.
Lord,
before Thee,
even my pen bows.
My intellectual brow bows.
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Thy condescension like condensation
bathes my guilty forehead,
quickening me.

III.
He kicked the hell out of death.

IV.
Thou shaft caLL his name JESUS:
for he shaLL save his people from their sins.
Jesus Christ means
Anointed Savior.
He is His Name
The Constant Eversame
yesterday, today, the 4th of July, all of December,
Cinco de Mayo, the day I first kissed a girl, finals week, payday,
days I don't remember,
that one time when I was sick for two weeks straight,
this morning at 5: 15, and forever.
He is I AM .
I am His.
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Becoming Mother
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Erika Dahl Price

I thought I was alone
when I stretched my arms out wide,
fingertips spread like the sun,
and inhaled,
surprised at my breadth.
And when I paused to bend
at my knees and my navel and my neck
to pray, I didn't feel Him tracing
the reverent height of my form.
But He must have lingered,
a moment to weigh the clay in His palma fleshy ounce or twosmooching its cracks with His thumb,
whispering words into its folds,
breathing life through its curves,
nestling His work into the corner
of my womb pausing, again,
pleased at how the weight had changed
my depth.
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What Matters
- - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Stephanie Boren

T

he doctor slaps the large black-and-white images onto the illuminated X-ray reading panel, and my mind travels back to the
time I sac holding the sedated body of my son, then three years old,
in the hospital's waiting room. As I fought back tears, I wondered at
the strangeness of embracing the still, small form chat normally
squirmed with life. Soon the nurse came, lifted him from my arms,
and placed his tiny body inside the oppressive white machine that
enabled the doctors to see inside his head in order to discover just
what lay behind the deformed ear, and whether anything could be
done about it.
My mind travels further back, to the long nine-month time
frame when I speculated, after two sons, if my baby was a girl chis
time and, more importancly, if it was healchy. Sometime during the
first trimester of pregnancy, the doctors offered me a fetal test to
determine whether my baby would have problems. I understood
chat there are some parents who feel chat a "less than perfect child"
is better off not being born. At the time, I decided the test wasn't for
me. I felt chat whether my baby came "defective" or not, impeding
its birch was not my decision. My decision was to raise and love the
child in whatever condition it came.
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Now, sitting next to the audiologist in the dimly lit soundproof booth, I watch Ben, my eleven-year old son, through the
double-paned window where he alternately fails and triumphs at
deciphering the sounds coming to him through the earphones
placed askew on his head as the doctor switches the sound back and
forth between his left and right ears. Not much has changed in the
seven years chat have passed since I sat and watched a younger Ben
through the very same window. Though he is almost completely
deaf in his right ear, his left ear still compensates wonderfully for
the difference.
The audiologist asks me how Ben is doing in school. I
remember worrying before he started kindergarten that he might
not be able to do everything children his age do. Would his functioning ear fully compensate for his hearing loss? How would he
handle the attention that would inevitably be drawn by the deformity?
After all, kids can be so cruel. Most distressing, however, was the fact
that external abnormalities often indicate internal complications.
The doctors warned us chat kidney problems often accompany auditory conditions. In addition, they did an angiogram to check the
blood vessels in his brain for abnormalities. Their reports revealed
things like "no evidence of intracranial mass, hemorrhage, or extraaxial fluid collection," but I worried about the things we didn't know
about, things-psychological things-that we couldn't see. The doctors examined him as thoroughly as possible but informed us we
would just have to wait and watch closely for future complications.
I wonder if Ben can see me through the booth's windows.
Can he see the mixture of love and anxiety on my face as I watch the
blank expressions chat cross his features when the sound is switched
to his right ear? I chink about how, really, his inadequacy can't count
for much because at home we don't focus on his deficiencies. Instead, we focus on che things he can do.
Day after day, I sic on the couch and watch his body sway to
the music he creates as he deftly draws the horsehair bow across the
strings of his violin. Ben has an ear for music, and within a year's
time he's sailed past ocher students, mastering movements from
Bach co Boccherini. As I listen co the struggles ocher mothers face
with getting their children to practice, I marvel how his self-motivated,
seven-days-a-week dedication to practicing has earned him the glowing
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approval of Mrs. Brown: "Every teacher dreams of having a student
like you," she beams and then adds, "and I got you!"
I reflect upon how grateful I am for those who see the good
in others. To most, Ben's friendly, sunny disposition hides the fact
that his features are a bit unlike their own. "I've never even noticed
a difference!" is something I often hear when someone discovers the
visibly smaller, deformed ear. Now, as Ben and I listen to the doctor
and consider the pros and cons of the reconstructive surgery
required to rebuild the eardrum, I reflect upon all that the past
eleven years has brought us and seriously consider if the difficulties
are worth it.
One early morning I noticed the bathroom light on. I walked
down the hallway to see which of my four sons was there. Eight-yearold Ben stood gazing at his reflection in contemplative consideration.
"I don't like my ear, Mom. It's so different from my normal
ear. It makes my face look weird," I stood behind him and studied
the noticeable contrast between his right and left ears.
For a moment, my heart ached over the trials that had
come and that would come because of Ben's difference. And then
I remembered that good had come and would still come-because
of the difference.
"Why did I have to be like this?" he asked.
"You are beautiful, Ben," I responded, "And I love you,
everything about you." I wondered if I could even begin to express
the joy that he'd already brought into my life.
"It's really what's in here that matters," I counseled and I laid
my hand against my chest, knowing that words couldn't possibly
take away the hurt he felt. I gently kissed his cheek and hoped he
would feel my sincerity.
In so many ways, I am reminded that it's not about the ear
or his outward appearance. I am reminded of the things that really
matter. On Saturdays, it's a time-honored tradition for the brothers
to go with Dad to get treats after the soccer games that have nearly
become an obsession for our family. Dad, the coach, had to be there
early one Saturday, and I had come over separately in the van. As his
three brothers, without second thought, piled eagerly into the truck
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in ant1c1pation of the post-game goods, Ben hesitated, turned
around, and started towards the van.
"Do you want me to come with you?" he tenderly asked.
I knew full well the sacrifice he was making.
"You go on ahead with your dad and have fun, " I replied.
''Are you sure, Mom? I don't have to go."
"You go on with your dad," I smiled, touched by his concern.
"I'm just fine."
Las~ month, our family was assigned to speak in sacrament meenng.
"Now which one is the third one?" a friend asked following
the meeting.
"Oh, that's Ben," I replied.
"It was so cute the way he would speak and then look up to
smile at everyone," she commented, noting the difference between
Ben and his more somber siblings.
"He's always smiling," I had to admit.
One day, after his brother Chad had had a particularly
rough morning getting ready for school, I demanded angrily,
"Turn around and leave Chad alone. NOW, Ben!" as we drove to
piano lessons.
'Tm just trying to make him happy again, Mom. "
Humbled, I glanced in the rear view mirror to see Chad's tearstained face brighten as they played the hand-over-hand game in the
back seat.
Almost halfway through third grade, Ben arrived home
from school each day and seemed out of sorts. Uncharacteristically
grumpy, he complained about practicing and snapped at our family
over trivial issues. I wondered what was going on with him. Then
one day as he rummaged through the kitchen cabinets for an afterschool snack, the truth came out.
"Some of the kids at school were making fun of my ear. They
asked what's wrong with me."
"What did you tell them?" I asked.
"Oh, just that I was born that way.... Mom, I really don't
like them talking like that about me. "
"Maybe we should talk to Mr. Oyler about it."
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"I don't know." he hesitated.
"Mr. Oyler is a good teacher, Ben; I think he'd want to know."
The following week, Ben explained that Mr. Oyler had
asked a quadriplegic man to visit the classroom. The children talked
about differences and about seeing the good in others.
My pre-kindergarten concerns about his ability to compete
academically faded entirely as Ben's yearly straight-A report cards
and predominantly positive social experiences repeatedly reflected
his capacity for excellence. Were the deafness and deformity really
cause for concern?
On our trip to Texas one summer, I noticed that as our flight
descended into Austin, Ben didn't look so well. He'd had a cold for
a week; and now his skin was turning a pasty gray, and he was complaining of a sick stomach.
"My ear feels funny, Mom."
"Open your mouth like this," I advised, stretching my jaw
open as far as it would go. He tried.
"Nothing's happening. "
"Plug your nose and try to make the air go out through your
ears. " His face turned a slight shade of pink with the effort.
"Nothing. Mom, I feel so dizzy." As the color quickly
drained from his face, I reached instinctively for the airsick bag in
the seat pocket.
At my sister's house, Ben seemed to be feeling better. As
he and his cousins played in the family room, I wondered how he
was and called out ro him. No response. Thinking he was just doing
the usual mne-Mom-out-because-I'm-busy thing, I called again, a
little louder. When he still didn't even glance my way, I walked to
stand behind him and, in a normal tone of voice, tried to get
his attention.
"Ben, do you hear me? "
A look of confusion clouded his expression as he mrned to
face me.
"Did you say something, Mom?"
Becoming concerned, Nicole and I tested his hearing. We
whispered to him, and I became alarmed as he struggled to read our
lips in order to help him decide what we were saying.
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Dr. Donahoe informed us that his "good" eardrum was
highly inflamed, filled with fluid and dangerously close to rupturing. He explained that the decrease in cabin pressure on the flight
had affected Ben's equilibrium because of infection and could have
caused the drum to burst. Over the next week, I faithfully administered the antibiotics and nasal spray the doctor had given us, and we
practiced the nose-plugging technique we'd need to survive the
return trip. As we flew uneventfully back to Utah, I contemplated
the seriousness of the situation-Ben might have been left totally deaf.
After carefully contemplating the X-ray images, Dr. Park
informs us that the surgery to resto re hearing is possible, but not
risk-free. My heart pounds at the prospect of Ben hearing in surround sound. I imagine what it will be like for him to hear Bach and
Boccherini with both ears. I watch Ben's body stiffen slightly as the
doctor removes the wax buildup from the tiny blind pouch that
should be his ear canal. Dr. Park describes the surgery as "delicate. "
He will have to drill through bone and graft skin from Ben's arm in
order to create a new canal. Because the structures of the outer and
middle ear are so misshapen, there is a slight risk of damage to the
facial nerve during surgery, not to mention the risks-from paralysis
of the vocal cords to even death-associated with general anesthesia.
It's not an easy decision. As I weigh the pros and cons, I
realize that it's not about the ear, really. Ben's rich, happy life testifies to that. I will continue to focus on raising and loving him , and
maybe, someday, when he is ready, he will know for himself if it's
worth the risks to hear with two ears.
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